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THE mLmCY..m THE riM4mPR BOUNDARY .I;Ayw 
By Lester Lees 
The present paper is a continwtion of a. theoretical investi- 
@tion of the s tab i l i ty  of the lanrLnar boundary layer in  a ccm- A 
pressible fluid. An appro3dmate ent-te fo r  the minimum cx2tical 
Reynolds rimer Q cer s tab i l i ty  liui't, 1% obtained in terms 
crrlLLn' 
of '  the distribution of the Unematic viscoeity and tho product of 
- 
au* 
the mean density $ and mean vort ici ty - acroes the boundary 
Q+ 
. layer ,  With the help of t h i s  estimate for  Re  it 3,s shown 
cr-' 
that  withdrawing hest from the fluid , thro~@ the solid surf a.ce 
increases Q and s t a b i l j z e ~  the flow, rn cmpared wi-t;h the 
crluin 
f l o w  mer  an insulated surface a t  the ellme Mach numbor. Conduction 
of heat t o  the  f lu id  through -the solid surface has exactly the 
opgosite effect.  The value of Q fo r  t he  inauLated surface 
c r o  
decreases as the Mach number increases fo r  the case of a mfom 
free-stream velocity, These goneral concl~mions a r o  supplemented 
by detailed calculations of the curvos of wave numbw (inverse 
wave length) againat R e p o l b  number fo r  .tho neutral distuxbances 
for 10 representative cases of immlated and nonimuhted surfaces. 
So f a r  a s  laminar stability is concerned, an i qo r tan t  dif- 
ference exLsts between the case of a subsonic an6 supersoxlic fkoe- 
stroam velocity outside the'boundary layer. fCho neutral boundary- 
layer disturbance~l that aro significant fo r  laminar s tab i l i ty  die 
out es=ponent;ially with distance f r a m  tho solid slwface; thoroforo 
tho phaso volocity c* of those diaturbancos is aubsanic re la t ive  
" - 
t o  the free-stream velocity - or uo*. - c* < ;;;;", whexo aT* 
- 
- i s  We local  sonic velocity. When Uo* = = Mo < 1 (rhore No is ' 
"0" 
free-stream Mach number), it fo l l okw that  0 < c* ( c*,,; and any 
- - 
laminar boundmy-layer flow is ttltjlmatel$ unstable a t  8uf'ficientl.y 
high Reyno1d.s num'bers became of the des-babilieiry3 action of vis- 
cosity near the aol id  surface, as ewlained by Prandtl f o r  a o  
c* 1 '  incaqress ib le  fluid. When M , > l ,  however, = > 1 - - > 0. 
uo" Id* 
If the quantity .Is Urge enou&h negtitively, 
t he  r a t e  a t  which energy paeses From the dietwbance t o  the mean 
flow, which i e r  proportianal to -+ [& (F $)I - , 
.u*= c* 
a l h y s . b e  l m g e  enou& t o  counterbalancs the r a t e  a t  which energy 
passeif fYam the mean flow t o  the dfeturbance because of tho desta- 
bilizing actkon of 'visoosity now. the ~ t o l i d  surface. Ln t ha t  case 
only 'fhnqed Ust&bencos ex i s t  and tho laminar boundnry l4vor 18 
completely sta'ole a t  all Reynolde nwbere. T h l s  cordition oocure 
vhen the r a t e  a t  which heat fs withdrawn Cram tho f luid  t ~ o ~  
the so l id  surface reachea or oxceods a c r i t i c a l  valua t ha t  deponds 
only on the Mach nunbur and tho propwtios  of thb ms. Calcula- i t t i o m  show tha t  for 14, > 3 (ap2rox. ) the  laminar boun8gry-layer 
f o r  . t h e m  equflibrium - wilere tho heat cond~?ction through 
the eol id surface balances the heat radiated from tihe surface - i e  
campletely stoble at a l l  ReynoLae nirmbbrs under m e - f l i a t  conditions 
if the free-stream velocity i s  uniform. 
Tho resu l te  of the analysis of the stability of  the kmlnar 
boundary layor must bo applied with c a r a . t o  d i ~ c u e a i o m  of transi- 
tion; howwver, withdrawbg heat A-on tho fluid through the eol id  
surface, for ezamplo, not only inoroases Recrmin Bu"c1eo 
decremoe tho i n l t i a l  r a te  of mpLff$cxition of? tho self-oxcitod 
I 
. disturbances, which is roughly woportional t o  1 
t h o  effect of t h e  t h o r n 1  condltiona .at tho solid' &xcfaco on tho 
t rans1 tion.. Repold6 nmbkr l e  sWhr t o  %he ef fec t  on Rg 
c ~ d n '  
A comparison betwoen tliis ~o~cluaion k d  e m e r i m g t d .  invoatigations- 
of Che effect of surface heating on t rana i t lon  a t  low s p c o b  ~ h o m  
thit the results  of the present papor &vo q o  pr6pex. e o c t i m  of 
thiB effect .  
Tho extension of the  rosul t s  of the s t a b i l i t y  analysis t o  
.laminar boundary-hyer,gas flows w i t h  a pressure gradient In the 
'direction of tho free stroarn i a  diecuaaod. 
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. . 
. .  . By the theoretic'al studies of Heisenberg, Tollmien, Schllchting, 
and Lin (referenceg ,l t o  5) and the careful experhental investi- 
gations of Liepmam (reference 6) and H. L. ~ryden and his -80- 
, ci'ates (reference $'), it has been definitely established that the 
flow Ln-the Iim3nar boundary layer of a viacow hanogeneow. incan- 
pressible fluid is unstable above a certadn cheracteristic c r i t i c a l  
Reynolds number. Wren the level  of the disturbances in the free 
stream is low, a8 In most cases of technical .Interest, th58 inherent 
ins tabi l i ty  of tho lamfnar motion a t  s~&ficientl.y high Reynolds 
numbers i a  responsible fo r  tho ultimate transi t ion t o  turbulent 
flow i n  the boundary layer. The steady laminar boundary-1a;ger flow 
would always rapresent a possible solution of the steady epua.ticms 
of motian, but tb.ie steady flow is fn a ~ t a t e  of unstable dynamic . 
equilibrium above %he c r i t i c a l  Remalds number.. Solf-excited dis- 
tmbancss (~ol lmlen waves) appear i n  the flow, end these dis.turb- 
ances grow large enough eventually: t o  destroy the laminar motion. 
The question naturally ar ises  as t o  how the phenomena of 
laninar ins tabi l i ty  an8 transi t ion t o  t u rbaen t  flow are modified- 
when tho iluld velocities and tamporature vrniatiom in  t h o  boundary 
layer are large enou& so that  tho conpresslbillty md conductivity 
of the f l u id  can no longer bo neglected. The prosent papsr repre- 
sents tho socond phese of a theoret icz l invest i@tim of tho 8-k- 
b i l i t y  of the laminar boundary-layor flow of a gas, i n  &ich the 
compressibility and heat conductivity of the gas as w e l l  as its 
viscosity, are taken into account. Tho f i r s t  part of this ~ m r k  
was presented i n  referonce 8. Tho objects of this avost igat ion 
are (1) t o  dotermine how tho s tab i l i ty  of the l.sminftr bowldary 
lager is affocted by the free-eboam Mach n~mbor and the thikl 
conditions a t  the a d i d  boundary an& (2) t o  obtain a better  undcjr- 
standing of the physical basia fo r  tho ins tabi l i ty  of lambax gas 
flows. I n  t h i s  sense, tho prostxlt stu.dy is an oxtermion of tho 
Tollmien-Schlichting a n a l p i s  of the s tab i l i ty  of tho laminar flow 
of an incmpressible fluid, but the investigation ~ E I  also concorned 
with tho general quostlon of boundary-layor d f s t ~ ~ b a n c o s  in a 
camprossiblo fluid and thei r  p o ~ s i b l e  Lntoroctiom with the main 
oxtern31 flow. 
SYMBOLS . 
With minor oxcaptiom the symbols w o 8  i n  th i s  paper aro tho 
same a.s thoso introduced i n  reforonco 8. ' Pwsical quantities are  
3 
, .. 
, . 
denoted by an asterisk, or  star, xhordas the corresponding non- 
dinum~ional quantities are unstarred. A bar over a quantity denotes 
mean Value; a prime denotes a f l uc tua t i a~ ;  the Bubsczip.1; o denotes 
free-&ream valuee a t .  the "odgef' of tho b.oun2law layer; the eub- 
scr ip t  1 denotes, values a t  the. solid' sWa.ce; and the sub- 
scr ip t  c denotes ,values a t  the inner "critical layer", &ere 
the phase velocity of' the dlstm'bance equals %be mean ?low velocity. 
The free-stream values are  the characteristic measures fo r  a l l  non- 
dhmnsianal quantfties. l ! e  characteristic length meaeure is  th6 
boundary-layer t h i c h e s s  8, except wher.e othsmiee indicated. 
no-h- thkt  i n  order to..confom ~ 5 t h  stindard notation, t he  symbol 6 
for'boan&ry-1a.p~ thicknsss .is uwtamed, ihoraas the eymbols 6* 
'and ' 0  are used fo r  bowrdary-layer displacemnt thickness and 
boundary-layor momentum thickness, reqpoctively. 
e. disbnce  along eurf'a.de 
Y++ distance n o m l  to sm9ace . . 
t * time 
c q o n e n t  of velocity fn ~3-1Uroc t l cm 
+ .  coaponent of velocity in p-direct ion 
v stream function f o r  mean flow 
P*  densirty of ga.8 ., 
P" pressure of. gas 
T* t capra tu ro  of gas 
T* laminar shear s t ress  
'"1" ordlnary coefficient: of viscosity of gas . 
IF Mnamatic viscosity of gas (pl*/'p*) 
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thermal conductivity of gas 
specific heat at constant volume 
specific heat at constant ires~ure 
gas constant per p a m  
ratio of Bpecific heats (op/cv); 1.405 for a i r  
. . 
complex phase velocity of 'boundary-layer disturbance 
wave length of boundary-layer disturbance 
bornmy-layer thicbness 
boundary-layer displacement thiciens ( 1 - d.-> 
e boundary-layer mom3ntum thiokn.e*-js 
. , 
cdc wave number of boundary-layer dLaturbance (2x/h*f 
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In the  f i r s t  p h a a  of %hie investigation (reference 8) the 
s t a b i l i t y  of tho laminar boundary-.layer.flow of a g a ~  is  d y z e d  
by tho method of mall pe~%urba.tions, which was already ao suc- 
cessfully utflized for  the  study of-- the s t a b i U t y  of the laninar 
flow of an Zncompreseible fJ.wld, (6ee reference 5. ) By this 
method a nonsteady gaa flow is i n v e s t i p t e d  in which all physioal 
quantit ies d i f fer  from their valuo~l i n  a given s5eady gas flow 
by smaIll perturbations tha t  ar&functions of the time and the space 
coordinates, This nonateady flow must sa t i s fy  tho c o q l e t o  gars- 
d;vaamic equations of motion and the same b o w  cwl i t iona  as 
the- given sAt;aaQr flow. The question is whether tho nonsteady flow 
damps t o  the steady flow, oscillates about it, or diverges frm it 
wtth time - t ha t  is, whether the a m a l l  perturbations a re  dampod, 
.neutral, or self-excitsd disturbances i n  time, and thw d e t h e r  
511e given steady gas flow is stablo or  unstable. The aml.ysls i e  
partEcubrLy coficemod ~ 5 t h  the  conditions fox tho existence of 
neutral dieturbancas, which mark the t rans i t ion  from stable  t o  
unstable f1o.r.r and define tho minimum c r i t i c a l  Reynolds numbor. 
In order t o  bring out eome of tihe principal fea twqs  of the 
s t ~ b i l i t y  problem without beccaning involved i n  hopeless mathe- 
matical ccanplicatiom, the so l id  boundary is taken as two dimen- 
~ i o n a l  and of negligible curvature end the boundary-layer flow i s  
regarded a s  plane and essent ial ly  paral lel ;  t h a t  is, the velocity 
coqonont in  the direction n o m l  t o . t h e  sur face ' i s  negligible and 
the velocity conponent p a r a l l e l - t o  the eurfa.ce i s  a functlon mainly 
of the dlstance norm1 t o  the surface. The s m a l l  disturbances, 
which are also  two dimenefonal, are analyzed in to  Fourior ccan- 
ponents, or n m l  modes, periodic in-the dllrection of the f ree  
stream; and the amplitude of each ono of these p a r t i a l  o sc i l l a t iom 
i s  a function of the dlatance normal t o  %he so l id  surface, tha t  
is; 
In the  atudy of the s t ab i l i t$  of ' t he  la?ninar 'boundary layer, 
it wlll be seen t ha t  only .the loca l  properties of the  "parallel" 
flow ara significant.  To include the  variation of the man velocity 
i n  the Urect ion  of the Frae stream or the velocity ca~rpanent no& 
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t o  the  so l id  bomdarg fn t he  problem w u l d  lead only t o  higher araer 
terms in the differentj-a1 equ~~~t ione  governing t h e  disturbancen, 
since Qot21 of these iac tors  Ere in~orerely proportional t o  the loca l  
Remolds rider based en the  boundam-layer thickness. (see,. for 
example, reference 2.) Ply a careful analysis, Pzotoch has shown 
t h a t  even with a pressure gred ient  in the  direct ion of the  f r e e  
, stream the loca l  man-velocity d is t r ibut ion  alme aoter-es the  
s t a b i l i t y  character is t ics  of the  l c c a l  boundary-layer flow a t  
large Reynolds ntnbers ( re f  ereace 9) . Such a statemsnt applies 
only to the  s t a b i l i t y  of tho fZqw within the  born- layer.  For 
the interact ion between the bouflbry 3.ayer and a m a b  "external" 
su>eraonic flow, f o r  oxmnplo, it is obviously the variatf on in 
boundary-layer thickness and mean veloci ty  along tha surface. t h a t  
i s  s i g ~ i f i c m t .  (SOO reference 10.) . 
The aforanen%ioued considerations e l so  lead  q&to natural ly  
t o  the stutiy of individua1:gartial oscilla.f;lozls of the 
form f(;g) o ia(x-ct), f o r  ~ i c h  t o  e f f e r e n t i d  oqquti*na of 
distwbance do r-ot contain x and t explicitly. Those p a r t i a l  
osc i l la t ions  a re  ideaIly suited f o r  tho study d l  i n s t ab i l i t y ,  for 
i n  order t o  show t h a t - a  flow i e  unstable it is unnecessary t o  . 
consider the most general posnibls disturbance; in fac t ,  tho 
- 
s i q t l o s t  fl-I1 suff ice.  It i a  only necessary t o  ahoy tha t  a 
particular cilsturbauce. sa t i s fy ing  the  equations of mot ion  and the 
boundary conditions is self-excited or, in this caso, t h a t  the 
. 
. . ina@mry p.art of the camplex p b s e  ve loc iw  c is positive. 3 
h reference 8 the  d i f f e ren t i a l  equatiens governing one 
'normal mode of the  &kturbances the lamtr?? 'ooundary layer  of 
a gas were' der.tved and stuCUed very thoroughly. The complete s e t  
of s o l u t i ~  of the Cisturbcnce equations was obtained and t he  
physlcal boun&q conditions that these solutions s a t i s f y  were 
irrvestigated, 1% was found. %hat the f i n a l  r e l a t ion  between tho 
,vnluos of c, a, ar.d R t h e t  detorrafnes tlie possible neut ra l  
dihtwbances (lim5ts of s t a b i l i t y )  is of the sane Tom in t he  
comprosaible fluid a s  -tn the incoqress ib le  f lu id ,  to a flrst 
approximation. . The basis  fo r '  this rest i l t  is tlle f a c t  t h a t  f o r  
Royarqldo numbors of tho order 03 those encaunterod in.most aero- 
Qnamic problem, the  terno-raturo disturbanceu have only a negligible 
effoct on thoso par t icu lar  velo,city so lu t iom .of the d-isturbance 
equatiom t h a t  depend primarily on %ha uiscosi ty  ( v 5 ~ c o w  solu- 
t ions) .  To a ;f i r e t  agproximation, those d s c o b  solu-bions there- 
f o r ~  do not dc-pend d i rec t ly  on tho heat conductivity and are  of 
tho sama form aa in tho fncampros,siblo f lu id ,  except that thoy 
Involvo , tho  Roynolds number based on the H n o m t i c  viscosi ty  noar 
- tho so l id  bowidary (whom the  viscous forces aro important) ra ther  
than i n  the froo strean. In thie f i r s t  a p p r o m t i o n ,  t h o  oecond 
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vfecosity coefficient,  which is  a memure of the depondonco of the  
pressure on the r a t e  of change of deneity, does not af2oct the  s ta -  
b i l i t y  of the laminar bounaRry layer. 3 2 ~ ~  these resu l t% it waa 
inferred tha t  a t  Largo Reynolds n~rmbera the influence of the >+5scow 
forces on tho stability ia essential9y the  sqne ag in an incom- 
pressible f lu id .  T h i s  infezience is borne out by the r e s u l t s  of the  
present paper. 
The~influonce of :tho Snort ia l  foxcea on the stability of the 
1Elntinar boundary laxer ~ E I  reflected. i n  the behavlar of the a8ylrrp- 
t o t i c  inviscid solutiond of the  disturbance equattom, which are 
fndepondient of Reynolds nujllber in f i r s t  appro-ticm. Tho reewlte 
obtain& i n  referonco..8 show t ha t  the bohavior of the iner t ia l  
fmcoa is. d.ormlnatoa by the distr ibut ion of t11e product of tho moan 
dw 
aensity and moan vor t ic i ty  pa: across the  boundary layor. ( ~ h o  
U3 
w a s r a t  or this quantity, or L~E)), ~tcish ~ b g a  the ssrr, r o l e  
ay ay 
R B  tho gradient of the v o r t i c i t p i n  the  case of an, incomprosoibla' 
fluid,, i a  a mea.auro of the rako at which the x-mntum of -tho . . 
t h i n  layer of f l u i d  near tho c r i t i c a l  layer  ( v i ~ e r o  tr = (3 )  
incrsasos, or  d~croasas, bcca.uea of tho transyor-t of manenturn by 
tho disturbencc.) Jh oxdor t o  clar i fy- tho bohavlox of * o  Inertial 
f orcos, the l imit ing w e e  of an inviecid fluid. (R-+ m) ie utudiod 
i n  d o t a i l  i n  roferonco 8. . The following gcmral  wftor ione aro 
obta9ned: (1) If tho quantity (."") m n i ~ h e '  for oomo valve 
1 
G G 
of w 31 - --. then neutral and self-excited sub~onic disturb- M; 
ancos exist and the inviecid comgpssible f l o w  i a  m t a b l o .  
I 
of w >I- - -, thon a l ~  U ~ B O P A C  t ~ . ~ t u r b a c O s  02 f-to wave 
Mo 
longth are &inpod and the  inviecid ~ m p r o s a l b l e  ?low is stablo. 
. . (outsfdo t h o  boundary layor, tho ro la t ive  vdocity~betwoon tho moan' 
flow and the x-coqonont of the phaso volocity o f ' a  aubeorxLc die- 
turbance is l o ~ s  tho man aonic ~ o l o c i t y ~ .  Tho mgnitude of 
such a Uatircbanco dioa out exponentially with d;lsi;anco f'rm the 
so l id  surfa.co,) (3) lin general, a diafurbanco gatns mmw f r 6 m  
-. 
the mean flow i f  &(P$) ia positivo st tho & t i c a l  hyac 
(whore w =. c) and losos pnmw t o  tho moan flow if 
' 0 ,..! '... 
The general stabil%tx .c&Ljierio$ ,$',or invie c i a  compreesible 
flow e v e  same insight.  in6 &e effoct of ,the inertial forces on 
- the s ta3i l i ty ,  but they canno-i;' be taken ' over bodily So t h e '  real 
conprosgibls fluid.,: O f  .couree, $$' a flow is unstable In +he . 
1ImitSsg caae :of an in f in i te  Rep~olde number; Ehe flow is unstable 
fo r  a oort&n f in f t e .  range . of ~ e y n o ~ d s '  nunibex. . A campreseible flow 
th&% is .&able when R ---3 P, h o ~ v a r ,  is not necessarily stable 
a t  a l l .  f lnfte Reynolds ndbers  &en the effect  of viscosity l o  
%&en into .account, - Ona of the. ob;jects of the /presmt -papor .is 
t o  sottXe. $his quostion. . . .  . . , _  
. .  . .:. . 
0n ' the basia of the o t ab i l i t r  criterion8 obtained, in  refer- 
cnce 8, same generhl statements- ~.laro mcde cgncemiq f+e effect of 
tkrorznal candLtione a t  the eolid bqunhry on the s tabf l i ty  'of' lamfnar 
boundary-layer flow. It is c o n c l ~ o d  from physical :reasoang anb 
. . 
a ~ t u ~  o f  iho equations. of :muan 
. . , '  
. : * .  
v d s h o s  for soma value of w > C: 
. . 
. . 
.. A 
heat . i d  . &&ti -.-- t o  tho fluiti  tl&ou& the & o l i & , s ~ c e : ' , ~  if .-the 
' smfaco t d  3mmlatelt. ~f ($); > e and is s s r i c i e n t y  large, 
, .  ., . . .. , - .  
. . 
that  ' i a  , li Beat .is vith&&xm ~rcxn- t h o  f lu id  tho , s o l i ~  
swfhce at a auff icdent yato, 'the q ~ t i t ; ; y  
. . 
Thus, . *** . )lC !, . t h ~  ;ernin& 'bounda~y-layer f l o w  is des&- 
. . 
. . . -  .. :. . . :- b . , 
b i l k e d  by the action of :the i ne r t i a l  forces but. stabil5zed .. 
tkough the increa-st5 of Enematic vis.cosity near, the 8ol.id eurfacce. 
I n  ) > 0 ihe reuexw i s  t rue.?  'Ehe guestion ~2 which oi . 
4 ,  
these effects I d  ' p r e a ' ~ & & t  &I be answered only by further study 
of the stabili-by problem 'in a r e a l  corapressible fluid. . . . . , 
- -  C 
. . 
. . 
. , 
. . .: 
In. t h e  prese* . - .  . ; this . _  . invest5i&tioA'& hcq&&ed along the 
. . , . - - . .__' f o l l m n g  , lines: , .  . . 
. , - .  
. . 
. .  , . . , ,  . , 
(1) A qtuajr, is'mElde ik how the 5efier&. crit&ione.for ineta- 
b i l i t g  i n  an. inviscid ca&r9ss;tbla f luid  .+.re . W f i o d  by- the, ,. 
i n t r d ~ ~ o t i o n  f a b a l l  srfscosity . ( s tab i l i ty  a t  :very .large . ., 
ReynoliFs n q e ' r s ) .  . , : . . <  . 
i .  . 
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(2) The conditions for the exietence of neutral dieturb- 
mces at large Reynolds number are examined (study of asymp- 
totic form of relation between eigen-vahea of c ,  a, and R) . 
( 3 )  A relatively simple expression for the approximate 
vdue of the minimum critical Reynolds number is derived5. 
this expression Fnvolvee the loc.23. dietribution of mean 
velocity Etna mean temperature across the boundary layer. This 
approximtion will serve as a criterion fTom whi9h the effect 
of the free-stream Mach number and. thermal conditions at the 
solid rjurface on the stability of laminar boundary-layer flow 
is readily eval-uated. The quostion of the relative infl-uence 
of-the kinem.tic viscosity and the di~tribution of @ on dY 
etability would then be settled. 
(4) Tho enerey balance for amall disturbances in the rod. 
compressible fluid is considered in an sttempt to clarify the 
phyalcd. basis for the instability of laminar gas flows. 
(5) In order to eugplement the investigatione outlined _ 
fn the four pxeceding paragraphs, dohiled calculations are 
wide of the limits of stability, or the ctmve-of a against R 
for the ne~xtral disturbances for several representative cases 
of insulated and noninsulated swfw,es. The results of the ' .  
.. calculations are presented in figures 1 to 8 tablee S 
to IV. The mthod o f  canputation o f  the staIjflity limits is 
briefly outl.ined in reference 8, alkhqugh the calcuJ.ations 
were not carrled out in that paper. 
In the .present invesrt;lgation the work o f  Eeiaenberg (refer- 
ence 1) md.Lin (reference 5 )  on the' stability of a real incorn- 
preesible,fluid is natyrally an indispensable Guide. In fa~t,.the 
mothods utllized in the present study are analogous to thdsb ' 
developed for an incompressible fluid. 
The present paper is concerned only with the subsonic disturb- 
ances. The amplitude of the subsonic dieturbance dies out rapidly 
with di~tance f r o m  the solid boundary, In other words, the neutral 
subsonic disturbance 1s an "eigen-oscillation" confined mainly to 
the boundary layer anii exists only for discrete eigen-values of c, - 
a, and . R that determine the limits of atability 'of laninar 
boundwy-lwer flow, Disturbances classif fed in reference 8 as 
neutral " supersmlc , '' that ie, disturbances such that the relative 
velocity between the x-component of the phaso velocity of such a 
distur%ance and the free-stream velocity ie greater than the local 
mean aowd speed In the free stream, are actudly progressive sound 
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waves that  w i n g 0  oblf~uely on %he bcundmg layer and are reflected 
with change of amplLtude. For disturbances of thie type the wave 
length and phase volocity are  obviously ccaapletely arbitrary (eigen- 
vslues m e  corithuous), and these disturbaficea have no signif2cance 
fo r  boundary-layer s tabi l i ty .  
laen the ~ree-stream velocity is supersonic (M, > 11, the 
subsonic bouabary-layer disturbances trmet sa t is fy  the requirem~mt 
7 7 (for  I%< 1, c 2 0 ) .  ~ o v ,  that  u,* - C* <ao* or c ) 1 - - 
Mo 
- 
by analogy with the case of an insronpressible f lu id  -tt is t o  be 
e ~ e c t o d  that  fo r  values of c greater than sum c r i t i c a l  value of cO, 
say, a l l  subsonic dietwbances are d a ~ e d .  Thus, when M, > I., 
them Lo the po8sibiUty that  for certain man velocity-temperature 
distributions across the boundary layer, n o u k a l  cr se l f  -excited 
disturbances satisfying the dif f eren3ial egw.tior?o of' motion, the 
1 
-L boundary conditions, and, also, tihe phyeical requirolrant that c > 1 - lc 
% 
c m o t  be found. 3 3  that  event, the m n a r  bondmy flow is stable 
, a t  all Reynolds num30rs. - Thi~ interest ing possiIKlity is Investi- 
gbted in: fke presen-i; paper. 
2. CALCXJLATIOIJ 03' D I E  LSSafltS OF EABILTLT 03' TFB 
BOUNDARY U Y E R  IN A VISCOUS COIilDUCTm GAS 
. , 
.. . .. . 
Ln ordor tha t  the c o ~ l e t e  system of aolutfons-of the differ-  
ent ia l  eqmtrans for  tho propagatfoil of mll ai.stur;bar,ces in the 
laminar boundary layer s h e 1  sa t is fy  the plqysical boumbry condi- - 
tions, the phese velocitr  muat &pond on the wavo length, the 
Roynolds nuuib~r , and the Bbch numbor 2n a mannor that is determinod 
e n t i r o l ~  by- tho local distribution of mean velociej and mean tampera- 
ture across %ho bomdary layer. ,331 other words, t11o only possiblo 
subnonlc distm3ancea ia tho lmlinar boundary .laye.. nre those fo r  
~ h i c h  there ef is te  a dofinits .ralat,ioa of tihe for?n (reforonce 8) 
Since a, R, and M~~ are r e a l  qudntities, the r ~ l a t i o n  (2.1) is 
equivalent t o  the two relatlono 
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The curve ci (a. R, s2) 0 (aa. a = d~, %2)) for t h e  neutral 
disturbancerr gives the Umits of atability of the laminar boundary 
layer at, a given value of tho Mach x].&m, From this curve can be 
determined -the va3u.o of the Reynolds number below W c h  d.ie%ur;bancea 
of a11 wave lengths m e  dnmgea and above which self-exciked Msturb- 
ances of certain ~mve lengths wgpsm in a &van laminar boundary- 
layer flow. 
Ih reference 8, it i a  shown 4Aa.t the rela%ion (2.11 b t w e e n  
the phase velocity and the wnvq lgn&h f~kes  t h e  f o l l l o ~ ~ g  form: 
In equatian (2.2), F(z) la %he TistJens i'uaction (reference 31) 
defined by the  rela.tion 
where 
and the qmntity H 1/3(1) ie the 8-1. function of t h e  firet. ~ n b  
of orasr 1/3 * The gxi e deaotag aifferentiatian-with reepect 
to y. The function E?a, c, bfo2), which doponde only on the ' 
asymptotic inviscid solutions cpl and % (sectian & of refer- 
once 8) and not on the Zteynolds number, is defq~ed aa follows: 
where 
and ,v and. y2 a r o  the ooordTmtes of the solid. surface and -the 1 
'led&-en of the 3 0 u i i y  l ~ y e r ,  respectively. 
The Tietjans function was caref'u3-.2y recalculated in reference 8, 
.I 
L 
and the r ea l  and ima@mry p a t s  of the function ~ ( z )  =
1 - ~ ( z )  
a r o  plotted i n  fipa 9. (The flmction O(z) 9s found t o  be more 
suitable then F(e) for  the a c t l a  calcu7.ation of tho s tab i l i ty  
lirtlits. ) 
The inviecid soluticole (pi pieM q2 were obtained ae power 
serioe in o? ae follows (section 8 of referonce 8) : 
where' for n 21 
- 
and for n 2 l  - 
The .lower 1Mt i n  the integrals is taken a t  tI;e-~Mace msrolg 
f o r  convedence. When ' y > y,, the pjth af integration nus-ti be 
taken below the point . y = y, in the complex y-plmo. The powr 
serlee i n  a2 are then uniformly convergen-t; for  any finite value 
of a. 
At the surface, the inviscid solutions are readily evaluated 
At the Itedgen of the boundary layer, tihe ;tnviscid solutiom @Te.  
most conveniently expressed as follows: 
where 
(I - c)2 
P;, = 1.0 J 
With the aid of equations (2.11) ; the expression for ~{cg, c, Mo 
can be rewritten as followsr 
The relation (2.2) between the phase ve.loci%~ and the wave lsngbh 
is brou@t .into a. form m o r e  au&table . for  the celculntion of the 
s t ab i l i t y ' l j l n i t a  by maMng use af the.fact that for real-values 
of c the imaglnnry part of E (a, c, M ~ ~ )  ia contributed largely 
by the integral  ICl(c, M ~ ~ ) . .   he procedure t o  be followed. i a  
identical with tha t  used by Lin  in the liinLt3.n~; 'me6 of 
the inccm~preasible f l u i d  (reference 5,  part TXI) . * )  Define t$e 
function Q(z) by the relation 
Then, 
where 
Equation (2.17) is eqvclvalent to the two rwl relat ions 
1 ' 
E1(z) = , - ( 1  -I- h ) v  ( 1  +- hu) 2 + x%2 
+ XU) i- xv2 
a,(z) = (1 + X) I (2.201 (1 + X U } ~  + ?"2v2 
The real and inaglna-ry par t s  of ~ ( z )  are plotted apim.i;. z in  
figure 9. 
4 The dominan-k term in the i m n @ a r y  part  of the right-hand side 
. . ,  . 
, of equation (2.18), wlrich involve8 Kl(c, M~~), ia extracted by mean8 
~f strai&tfor~mrd elgearaic 51-anef~mtions.  Rolation (2.18) becomes 
" 
- .  
17 
and for n 2 3 
P - 
a3 
q l c  
v I- T.P. Kl 
. . T1 
for thoae values of a an& c that occur 3n the stabWty calculations. (%s spproxhit ion 13 
justinott h t e r  in aypmbir A . )   he -.gimq part of t he  integral K ~ ( C ,  %*) is seam cornpatea. 
It 10 founa thet 
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Now ~ ( c )  is generally quite small, tbol-ef'ore ~ ~ ( 2 )  c a r  be 
taken equal to v(c) end @,(z) can be taken equal to u as a 
zeroth approximation. From eq~mtiorm (2.19) .and (2.20), when c 
is real  
By equation (2.24): is related ta c xtkh the a3d of figure 9; 
and by equation (2.25), u ia also related t o  c. The p-tit7 aR 
is comected wTth c by means of the,identity 
and the ~orrtispond3.ng values of a ar6'obtainod fim equation (2.21) 
(slightly trawformed.) bg. a rnethpl of ,succeesive approximations. 
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Thus, 
where 
(The ~ymbols Mk and 4 n o w  deoignste t h o  real parts. of %he 
integrals % and Bk.) . The iter~tim process isv-be- by taking 
a sui tabl& Initial value of ' a on tlle.ri@t-hand side oi' oqua- 
tion (2.27) . The methods adoptad for c m p t i n g  ti1000 i n t a p a l e  
when tlie man velocity-terrtperat~u-e p o f i l e  ie I m o ~ m  a r e  deucribed 
i n  append-txee A to C. 
. . 
For greater accuracy, the values of z and - u for  a  given 
r e a l  va1'ua of c are ccnqputod by succeesive appxo=Sllations. Ekam 
oquatiom (2.19) and (2.201, 
The value of v f s always approxtmatod by re la t ion.  (2.24). 
. Curves of k v s  nkbor againet Beynalda number for the neutral' 
disturbance have bem calculated f o r  10 repxeaentative cases 
(fig. 4)) that is, inau.hlstad eurface a t  Mach numbers of 0, O.W, I 
0.70, 0.90, 1.10, find 1.30 and heat transfor across the sciUd surface 
: t  .. . . 
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. . 
. ?  . . .  . 
at a Mach number of 0.70 wlth , vklubo. of the r a t i o  of surf ace t-era- 
ture -to free-ntream temperature T~ of 0.70, 0.80, 0.30, and 1.25. 
(It is  found more denirable t o  base tha nordbensional tJave number and 
the Reynolds number on the momsntutn thickness 6, *lch is a direct  
measure of the skin f r i c t k n ,  rather than on -me bormdary-mer thick- 
ness 6, which is sumeaat indefinita.) 
Ih f igwe  5 the n i d m m  crit lml R e p l d s  rnpnbor Re , or the 
mmln 
s tab i l i ty  Urnit, is plotted a@lnst Msch nmnber for the insulated 
surface; and i n  figure 6(a) Pg is plotted against. T~ fo r  . 
(=I?lirL 
tho cooled or heated smface a t  a IJIach number 0-2 0.70. The ~ . ~ ~ k e d  
stabilizing influence of r. d-thdrawal of heat from V2e fluid is 
clearly evident, Discwsion of the physical significance of these 
numerical results  i s  reserved until af'ter general. criterion8 for 
the s tab i l i ty  of tho Larnina~ boundary layar havo been obtained. 
The nunerical calqulation of the limita of s ta3i l ikr  fo r  several 
particular cases gives sow indication or" the effects.of free-stream 
Ma.ch number and l ;heml conditions a t  tho so l la  surface on the sta- - 
b i l i t y  of tha laminar bouade~ry layor. It would bo very desirable, 
however, t o  establish general criterions fo r  laminar Instability. 
For tho incompressible fluid, Zeisonberg has shown t h a t  tho influonce 
of. viscosity is gonorally destabilizing a t  very large Reynolds 
nmbera (reference 1 ) .  Eie  cri terion ces be stated as fo1lo.w~: 33' 
a neutrhl.disturbmco of nomrahlshing pha.so volocity and f i r d k  wave 
lengbh oxLsts in Ein inviscid f l u id  (R 4 a) f o r  a given moan velocity 
distribution, a disturbance of' the samp wave length i a  ~ms-tiablo, or 
self -excited, i n  t h o  r ea l  f lu id  a t  vcirg large (but f in i t e )  Reynolds 
ntmbors . 
Tho s a m  conclusion can bo drawn f ~ o m  Prmdtl~a&Lscussion of 
the enorgy balance fo r  anall dlsturbancos In tho laminar bowilary 
layer (roforence E) . ' 
Hclsanbergfs mitorLon is eetabliahed fo r  subaonic Zjisturbances 
i n  %he laminar boundary layer of a cc.srprssslble f lu id  b ~ r  an argum0n-b 
quite eimilar t o  that  ~jh lCh he gave originally fo r  the incort~prossible 
f lu id  and which kaa l a t e r  supplwnmted by Lir- (roferonce 5, part =I). 
.At very lar- Repolds ptnbere, the relatian (2.1) between -the phase 
'velocity .and the wave lengbh can Re 66n'si;dero'61;7.:aiqp2if led. When X 
ie f i n i t e  and c does-11o.f; vanisli, 'tz)'>>;' 1 ,-at largo Reynolds. 
numbare. The a s p n p k t i c  behavior of the .Tio.tJem iunotian ~ ( z )  
ao i z  1 -+w 3.s given by '(roferance 5 i .  part I) 
. . 
and the r e l a t ion  (2.1.) becks ' " 
Suppoae thet a neutral disturbgnce of nonvGnifihing.weve 
. 
.2a 1 
number a, = . -- and phase velocity c,, > L - - e a s t 6  in the' 
. LE3. Mo 
inv,iscid flufd (limitfng case of an i n f i n i t e  ~ e s o l d s .  number] . ' The 
phase rreloclty . c  - is a contwuo~w fuaction of R, and. for' a didis.. 
turbarlse of given snvo wnpb~r a5, the -~al.ue of. c . at very large 
. . Reynoi&. nmabers - w i l l  diPf er f'ram' c, . by e amaI.3. incremnnt &. 
, 
Both sidea of ~ q 1 ~ a t i o n  (2 .$) can ba- doveloped in a Taylor 'B k i s s  
.in '&, and'an e q r e s s i o n  for Ac can be'obbined.as follows: 
The boundarJr condition . 
must be satisfied for the inviscid, neutral dleturbance, and the 
function E~(%, o, M,') vanishes,(eguatirm 2.14) . Recognizing 
that 
1 (3cBJ%= /ZB
cs ' 
reduces equation (3.3) for Ac to t h e  form 
From 'equation (2.14)) 
By equaklone (2.12) en13 the boundary c e M a n  (3.4), the quantity is evaluated as follovs: 
/ \ 
24$,2(l.c8)2 1 
2 
n=l n=l b - ~ - - s  
= -- 
Tl 
c;-cflyf a B ~ i ~ ( c B Y M ~ )  * ~L.no2(1-c.yf %".,".,l >q2) 
rasO ml /!! I S  
(3.7) 2 
where the primes now denote dif fera t ia t ion  ~ A t h  r e e d  tm c. .  F o r ~ ~ ~ l l  values of cs and %,, the P 
is aven approrlmately 'br the relation 
and the' expression for Ac is 
kvalvation of the integral ~ ~ ( c ,  Y:) yields the following result: 
Since the quantity vanisbe (reference 81, Uff er - 
% CE 
entiation of equation (3.10) gives 
1 
of cB. W i t h  C, > 1 - ---, I.P. k IIILJEI~ also be positive 
&lo , II 
(equation (3.9)); therefore, a subsonic dieturbance of rnve 
length X, f 0, which ie neutral in the inviacia compressible 
fluid, is self-excited in the resl  compressible fl lf id at very large 
(but f f nite ) Repolds numbers. 
In re fermce 8, it m e  proved t h a t  a noukal  s ~ t b s a i c  boundary- 
Layor disturbance of nonvanishtng phase volocity and. f i n i t e  wave 
length exist6 i n  an inviscid compressible f l u l d  only if the quan- 
1 
vanishes f o r  some value of w > 3. - -. If this 
lfO 
condltion i a  na t i s f i ad , . t l~en  self-oxcited subsonic distmbances 
a l so  ex is t  i n  tks fluid, and t&o lmrdnar boundazy layer is -table 
i n  the- l imit ing case of an . in f in l t e  Reynolds nunibor. By tho exten- 
eion of Eoisenborgts crihxrion to.'32m ccow~reasiblo fluid, it can be 
seen tha t , "hr  from s tab i l iz ing  the flow, the.smal1 viecosi%y i n  
tho reti1 f l u i d  has, on bhe contrmy,a deetabilizing Influonco a t  
very large Roynol& numbers. Thus, any lan-r boundary-layor flow 
in a viecow oondnotivo gae f o r  which the 4-kity 
. 
I 
for erne value of w > 1 --- is w t ~ b l o  a t  6uT.Piciatly h1@1 (but 
f i n i t e )  Reynolda numbma. 
is  sa t i s f  led, a l l  aubson3.c disturbances . of l l n i t o  wvo length are 
damped in  tho Limiting case of infYrd.te R o m l d s  numbor, and the 
i m i e c i d  flow is  table. Since the offoct of viscosity i s  h s -  
t ab i l fz ing  a t  very large Royno1d.a numbers, however, a laminar 
boundary flow that  is &able in the limit of Sn;Finito B~ynolds 
nunibor is  not necessarily s tab le  at  lar R e I d a  numbore when tho 
viscosity of the fluid is  conaiderod. g o o  fig. 4 ( ~ )  .) In fac t ,  
f o r  the  incompreseiblo flnld,Lin has shmi.  t ha t  overy laminar 
boundary-layox flow i s  unotablo a.t s u f f i c i m t l y  high RegnoldEl 
idtf ntwbors, &othor or ,not the vortf  c i t y  gradlent - vaniehea (refor- 
Qf2 
. ence 5 ,  p& EX). 111 order t o  s e t t l e  this quoation fo r  the com- 
prosaiblo f l u i d  i n  &3nC~ml tmm, tho re la t ion  (2.1) bot~mon tho 
camglcx phaso volocity and tho xavo length at largo Raynolds nunibere 
muat now bo stu&lod for flows in which t h o  quantity 
1 
not  vanish f o r  any value of TT > 1 . -. 
Mo 
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The neutral subsonic diwturbanoe' marks a pmsible "boundaryn 
between the Camped the self-excited disturbance, that  is, 
betveen stable and unstable flow. Thus, the general' conditions 
uniler which self-excited disturbances exiet i n  the bminar boundary 
layer at large Reynolds nwbers can be detesmined Cram a study of 
the behavior of the curve of u ~ g a i m t  R f o r  m e  neutral 
disturbances, When the meart f'ree-atream volocity is subsonic (M,< 9, 
the physical s i tuat ion fo r  the subsanic dietmbances at larp 
Reynolds numbers is quite shi.l.ar -to the analogous situation fo r  
the incamprmsible fluid. The curve of a a.&nat R for the 
nexbral disturbences can be expected t o  have t '~m dist inct  asgmptotic 
branches t&-t; e ~ s l o e e  a regioa of ins tebi l i ty  in the a,R-plane, 
regardless of the local  clistribution of maan ve&ocity and mean 
t aqe ra tu re  across the boundary layor. When the -man free-stream 
velocity is supersonic (&, > 1) tho a i tua t ia?  l a  sonewflat dif - 
ferent; l&er certain coGditio& (soon t o  be &fin@) a neutral 
o r  a self-oxcitod subsonfc disturbance 
at any value of the ReynolOs nuzlibor. For t h i s  reaeon, it i s  more 
convenient to  atudy the case of subso-dc and supersonic frog-stream 
velocity seperatoly. 
'Tho a syq to t i c  behavior a t  large Reynolds nmibers of the curve 
of a. agdns t  R for  the nbutral clisturbances is determinod bg 
the relations (2.19) t o  (2.22) botwoen a, R, and c for r ea l  
values of c. For mall valuoo of a aad c, t h s o  relat ions 
e re  given approximately by 
& R405; e i the r  z----+.ol~ ar z r&ne finite ~ h i l e  .
both a and . a'  approach 0. Thsse tnn, poeslbi l i t iee correspond ' 
to +wo asymptotic branches of the c m e  of a sm3ns.t; R. 
r braich~b If z rem*d f i n i t e  as B+m; then c j O ;  
and b%@, 1) Oi(z) --+ 0. Therefme, z 4 2 2 while 
u -.2.29 (fig: 9) . From equatians (4.3) end (4.4), along the 
lower branch of the curve of a agakmt I? for  neutral stab5lity 
and a--0 at lac@ RegnoJiki numbers (fig. k ( 1 ) ) .  
U er bran&. - Along the upper branch of the c~? of a ' 
against -neutrd stability, z 3 ,  a&. 
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while u d l . 0  (fig. 9 anboqvatim (4.2)). Lf W e  q-tit7 
does not vanish for any value of w > 0, then by equation (4.7) 
c must appmach zero as z +-. Along t h i e  branch, 
and a 4 0  at large Reynolds nmbere (fig. b(2)). (V? ~anlihcm for  some value - On the  other hand, if - -
aYT 
of w C. .cs > 0, then by aquatian (4.71, c -+c, a 4 a s  
as bo.th z and R appmach m. Now, 
1f [SLJ] aoae not vanish (see emimdir~),  then^ equa- 
1 
.tiom (4.4) and (4.7), along the upper branch of .the c b e  of a. 
againat R for the noutral disturbances, 
and c --+ cs # 0, a+ aB f 0 at large Reynolds nmlers. (figs. 4(k) 
, a+4(1)) .  If [L?] vanishes, the re la t i an  (4.11) i a  rephoed 
w2 T 
by 1 
which reduces to the relation obtatned b~ Lin in the lmting case 
of an inc0111pressfbl.e flui'd 'Men M , 4  0, the solid boundary i a  
ipulated, and w" = 0 for 'some r k  of w = cB > 0. (sea equa-' 
t ion  (12.22) of referbnce 5, -part nI.) 
If the qwmtity 
is. for w = 0) , it can be -&own from tho equations of motion 
(appendix D) that is always positive - except in the 
limiting case of an i n c q e s s i b l e  fluid. For &l values of y,  
W '  the quantities - ) a d  -+- 
w T are both positive and increasing. 
wt 
For large values of y, however, - + o phmically; there- !I! 
w' 
*ore - mmt have n or d.(*) = 0 ~ir,.soms value 
l? ay T 
of w > 0, and this caee is no dif'ferent e a r n  t h o  mneral case 
treated i n  the preceding pwlagraphi. In t5e l m t i n g  case of .m incan- 
C 2 
presaible fluid,- when w? vanishes at  the surface, c= vliviv. 
'I2 
since wlt ' always vanishes in this case. ficm equation (4.8) 
the relat ion between a and R along tihe q F e r  branch of the 
neutral stability c - m e  is therefore 
wuch is identical wlth equatton (12.19) in reference 5,  El. 
Thus, regardless of the behavior of the quaatit7 % ("') w I ! -  
regaruess  of the local distwibntion of mean velocity and mean ' 
ffmgKrature across the boundary layer - when % < 1, the a m e  
of a against R fo r  the neutral. dist~u;bmcss has twc, dis t inct  
branches a t  large Remolds nthbers. B a r n  pweiczl  conaiaerations, 
a l l  subsonic disturb&nces must be dmaped i?-fien the wave len&h ia 
sufficiently s m a l l  (a large) or the Reyllolds numbor i s  suf-9icientu 
low. Consequently, the two branches of the curve of a against R 
fo r  the neutral a f i r t w b ~ ~ e ~  must join eventually, a d  the region 
betmen then in the .a,R-plane is a region of i m k b i l i t y ;  that  is, 
a t  a even value of the Reynolds nmiber, subsodc dis t r rWcoo tdth  
wave lengths lying betmen two  c r i t i c a l  vsluos L1 an& X2 (q 
and %) -axe self-excited. Thus, when M, < 1, any laminax. 
-/ " boundary-layer flow In a visc& cond~ctfve gas is urntablo a t  
sufficiently hi.& (but f m t e )  Reynoldo nunbora. 
The 1owor:brazlch of tho c t e e  of .a against R fo r  the neutral 
a disturbances is virtually unaffected by tho distribution of - (c\ 
w \T / 
across the boundary layar, but for the q p e r  bra& the behavior of 
value of --- w = c, > 0, the  neutral  subsonic disturbance pasues 
continuously into tile ~ W a c t e r i s t i c  inviscid d.isturbance c =  c, 
and ct = a s  R + a .  rllhis result i s  tn accardanco with the 
r e su l t s  obtained in reference 9 for the invfacid con3pressible f l u f d  
znd i s  i n  agreement with Beisenberg's criterj.on. In addition, 
2a 
all subsonic disturbances of finite mve lengbh X > X, = - (d 
as 
nonmlf ehing phase velocity 0 < c,, ( c me  self-encited i n  the  
a> 
l i n i t i n g  case of infinite Reynolds nunber. On the other h a d ,  
*en e(.3 &om not -fad.. any v a b  at v _ >  O, tbem as TI -
except f o r  the  "singular" neutral  distwbance of zero phase velocity 
e;nd infinite wave length f c = 0 and a 5: o), all disturbances 
a re  W p e d  kn the inviacid comproasible fluid. 'Phis ein@lular 
neulzal disturbance can be regwdoa a s  the l i m i t -  caae of the 
neutral  subsonic disturbance in a r ea l  campreesible f l u i d  a s  R-+co.  
a. Suporsonic Free-Stream Velocity (M, > 1) 
When the velocity. of- t h e  f r e e  atreau 1. s u ~ e r s o ~ c ,  the sub- 
sonic boundary-layer dLsturbances must  s a a s f y  c o t  only the differ- 
e n t i a l  eq~latlons and the boundary conUtions of t h o  problam but 
1 
also  the physical requireme;% khat c, > 1 - - . The a s m t o t i c  
bio 
behavior a t  large Reynolds n~Wors  of tho c ~ n v -  of a againat R 
for the neutral atibsonic distmbances is d a t e m o d  by the ap'proxi- 
mate r e l a t f  one (4.1) t o  (4.4), with the additional restriction 
1 . . t ha t  o --. AB c-1 -.I--, a---to by equation (4.4); 
Mo Mo 
thorefore R +a by equation (4.3) . !i?he comosponding valuo (or 
values) of a ig dotermlned by eq~mtion (4.1) as  follows: 
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Bow frcm physical consideratLons, 
vdues  of p. Therefore, L(V- = 0 ( c m e e  sic) for sane as T 
1 
value of w = cB > 1 - -, then, i n  genaral, 
l40 
*I-- 
*o . 
< 0 (equation (4.15) ) , From f i m e  9; i% can be 
c=l-- ... . 
Mo 
seen Wst in th i s  case there is only  one value of e j e  , w) 
corresponding t o  the value of ~ ~ ( e )  given by equation t k .  15) . 
From. equations (4.2) ' t o  (4.4) , along the l o m r  branch of the curve 
of a against R for  Idle neutral. disturbances, . 
I 
and c'+l - - at Large Reynolb cumbers (fig.. 4(k)). The user 
M, -
U 
branch of the curve i n  tNs case 56 #POX by aquafions (4.11) 
and (4.12)) or by oquatiors (4.13) and (4.12) i f  
1. 
vanishe's, with c -+ o, > 1 - - and a--+as # 0. 
.. . - 
1% . . 
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P(X) v&mee for i m  1 - LY than z as x,-+- 
w T Mo 
along the upper branch of the curve of a a & y t  3 for 
-
neutral disturbances, and ~ ~ ( z ) - +  9' 
 
. Now a-0 
A 
ae 0-1 - -  in thie ntae a lso  ( e a ~ i o n  (4.17) wit& q = 1.0) 
Mo 
Nong tihe .lowor branch of the  c u r ~ e  of a against R a t  large 
Reynolds nwnbers, a, R; and c are connected by equations (4.1.6) 
and (4.17), with zl = 2.29 and y_ = 2.29. In epite of the f ac t  
a ' w' that G(F)= O for u =  l --- I a neutral sonic dfetm-ibame 
Mo 
= I - ) of. ftn3te k v e  length doea not exist in the lnvisrid 
!do 
section 10 of reference 8.) Calculation shows that ~ ~ ( c )  i s  almost . 
always negative (equation ( 3  -11) ); therefore, i n  general, the sonic 
dieturbance of inf ini te  wave length (a = 0) with constant phase 
acroes the boundary layer exists only in the inviscid f1:ufd (R+ a). 
1 does not vanish for any value of w 2 1 - -, it 
- 
MO 
IS certain that C; 0 and by equation (4.15) 
*c=l. - 
Mo 
mi@) 1 > 0. When v . < 0,580 (approx. ) , there ass txm 
-1--- I-- 
Mo Mo 
values of z ( z  and z .sayj with z3 > z2) c c a ~ e ~ p o n J i ~ 6  t o  3' 
the value of Q~ (2) given by equation (4.15)b (see fig. 9.) Along 
* 
the two a s m t o t i c  branches of t h e  curve of & against R f o p t h e  
neutral disturbances, a, R, and c are cornectod by rela-1;ions 
of the fonn of equations (4.16) and (4.171, w3th z and u replace& 
by z2 a i i  %, respectively, alo-ng the lower, branch and by 23 
and u3, respectively> alons the upper'3ranch. A t  a given v&111e of 
the Mach number, the value of v 1 L s  co.ntrollad by the thelzna.1 c a d i -  I--- 
Ma 
tions a t  the solid surface. (see s e c t i k  6.) Whah theee canditions are 
such that v rs 0.580, then ez = e,, add th9 tm essmptotic branches. 
1-  J 
M .  
0 
of the curve of a 3gains.t; R fo r  tho neutral Wetzwbences coin- 
ci8e. When : 20.580 - (epprox.), it i a ,  inrgoseible for a 
I-- 
140 
neutral or a. se l f - ez i t ed  su>sonlc dlsturbaslce t o  $xist i n  the 
lnmlnlsr boundary layer of a viscous conductive *a a t  any value of 
the Reynolds number. In other ~ m r d s ,  if v- - > 0.580 (appz*ox.), , 
 
the laminar b o w x h ~ j  layer 1s stable a t  all values of the Reynolds ' 
numbor, (of cokee, in  any e v e n  case, the c r i t i c a l  conditlons 
boyond which only damped mbsonic diatitrbancsa exin% can bo cal- 
culstsa more acc~lratelr  from the , relat ions (2.28) and (2.29) . 
See section 5 on min3mm c r i t l m l  Reynolds nwbor.) 
Tho preceding conc l~~~ior - '  can alaq 3e &&cod, a t  l eas t  qwl i t e -  
t i ~ e l y ,  f'ram the reeults of a study of tno enorgy bnlanca for  a 
neutral subsonfc distmbancs i n  the lanfnar .bo~-y .layor. 'A 
neutral subsonic c?isturbance can e f i s t  only -&en the destabelizing 
effect  of + i s c o e i t ~  near tho solid surfaco, the dmplng, of'fect of 
-riscosity In $he fluid, and %he enorw bansfe r  bskrreen mean flow 
and disturbance in  the' vicinity of tho 3mer "c r i t i ca l  layern all 
balance out t o  give a zero (avorage) net rato of ' '&&I~B of tho ' 
o n e r a  of the distu-bance. (see S c h l i c h t i ~ g ~ s  disc~maion fo r  . 
incompreesible fluid i n  roforonco 4. ) In reference 8 It is s h m  
tha t  the slgn and m-pi tude of tho phaso sh i f t  in u* ' tFxou&;h 
the inner "c r i t i ca l  la~or" a t  w = c i~l determined by the sim 
and magnitude of the quaniiity [L (c)] . m e  c m e s y o i a i g  ., 
ay I! ,' . . 
*c 
-- 
epparent ' shear stress T,*, = -p u*W -&ich i s  zero fox w < c in the 
f nkiscid coqressLble fluid, ie @v& 'by the follcrwln~j expression 
f o r  w 3 c (reference 8) , . . 
If the  quantity is negatfve, the mean flow absorbs 
lkc 
energy from the dlstwbance; if is Positive, energg 
pksefl f rom tne  mean f l o w  t o  the  d3sturbance. 3 3  the real cbm- 
pressible flu&, the Wclmess of the Inner crlt-3.c-~l layer in wkich  
1 
tho viscous forces ara m o r t a n t  2s of the order af Ey"' 
the  pl.ra.se s h i f t '  i n  u*' is actually brougl1t abput by the eff ec ts  
of viscow diff'usion (of the quantity p- '.) &ow this layer. 
a;v 
A s  shom by Prandtl (reference 12), 'die i~estabf l i z ing  effect  
of viscosity near the so l fa  s W a c e  is t o  s h i f t  tho  phase of tho ' 
"frictionaln coonponent uf,"' of the diaturba~co veloolty aagainet 
. . 
the phasc of the ttf'rictionlessn o r  "imrieaid" comgonent 
i n  a th in  l a y e r o f  f lu id  of thicknese.of the o r b s  of 
1 
*' 5s ,of:tho . By continuity, the aesociatad nosme1 component v*,. . .  
I - . .  .. 
reference 8, that for large vaiuee of dt the " f r i c t i o m ~ ~  
camponents of the d.istw;bance alao eatisfy the contlnufty re1e.- 
8u.x.'. . tion, -4. .- = 0 in the compressible fluid.) The ccarre- a 9  '* 
- 
spending apparent shear stress T ~ *  = -pl* u*'v*' is Sven bg the 
expression 
But f r o m  equations ( 2 . ~ )  
and 
S i q e  the shear streea asescieted with the doetabillzing effect 
- . of viscosity near the solic surface and the shear %IZSSEI near the 
cri t ical  layer act roughly 
. . 
r a t i o  of t ? ~ e  rates of energy 
by the two physical procesbes is 
where 
(vf) is newtiv. and s l l i f i c i e~ t1y  large If the .quantity - z- 
when w = cl, say, then t he  rat$ a t  which onergy i s  absorbed by- 
the mean flow near the inner nc r i t i c a l  layer" plus the ra te  a t  trhf ch 
%he energy of the disturbance i s  dissipated by viscms action more 
than comterbalances the r a t e  a t  which energy passes fYam the mean 
flow t o  tho disturbance became of the destabilizing effect o f  
viscosity near the sol id  surface. Consequently, a -neutral subsonic 
disturbance with the phase velocity c 2 cl does not exist; in 
- 
fact ,  a l l  subsonic disturbancee f o r  which c - > cl a r o  damped. 
When Mo < 1, there i b  alvaye a range of valFea of phase velocity 
0 2 C ( C ~  for which the ratio 
- - 
1 $1, given br equstlon (li.221, 
is sma l l  enough for neutral (and selfrexcited) eubsanic disturbances 
t o  exist for Regnolds numbers.gmater than a certain c r i t i c a l  value. 
When 14, > 1, howover, because of the w i c a l  requlramnt 
I tha t  . c  > l - --> 0 ,  the gotjsibiii ty 'existe %hat for certain 
Mo -
thermal conditions a t  the eolid surface the quantity R ($1 W=C 
i s  always sufficientlg* large nogitively (and thereforo 151 iB 
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sufficiently large) so that  orly ~daqed subsonic diltrturbances exist  
.. . - - - -  
at '  a l l  8eynold.s number~~, of courae, if h (z) vanishss for  - some 
ay T 
1 
value of w ) l  - -, it is certain that. v(c) < 0.580 for some 
- 
Mo 
1 
range of values of the' phase velocity 1 - - 5 c 2 In that  
?lo, - - 
. . .  
. case, neutral an i  self-excitod subsonic dieturbanqes alm:s exist 
f o r  R > R and the f l o w  is &way8 umtable .at  sufficiently 
crnr!n 
high Ropolds numbers, in .accor&nce d t h  Heisenberg' s miterion 
aB extended .to the coagressple f lu id  (section 2).  
A.dLscussion of the s9gxLficance of "ckiese Pe;sults is reserved 
for a l a t e r  sectiar- ((section 6 )  i n  which tha befiartor of the qmn- 
+ i ty  (Iq) ~ 1 1  be related direct ly t o  the t h e m l  conditions 5-F 
a t  the solid surface and the 12ee-stream 1ilB.cb ~1mber. 
The object of the a tabi l i ty  analysis is not only t o  detem.ne 
the general con?itims under which the laminar boundaxy layor is 
unstable a t  s u f f i c i e ~ t l y  high Reynolds numbers but also, if poesible, 
t o  obtair- same s i q l e  cri tsrfon f a r  the limit of s tab i l i ty  of %he 
flow (mininun c r f t i c a l  Reynolds number) i n  t a m  of the locs l  
dist;ributioon of moan velocity anfi mean t q e r c t u r o  across the 
boundary laye?. For plane Couette mt ion  ( l inear volocitg profile) 
~ n d  plane Poieeuijle motion (parabolic volocity profile) in an 
i'ncompreseible flMd, Synge (reference 13) 1e.s ablo to ixove 
rigorously that a mlnlmm cr i t i c a l  Reynolds number actually exists  below 
which the flow is stable. H i s  proof applies also t o  the 1Lsm.inAr boundary 
layer W- an i n c ~ r e a s f b l e  fluid, wlth only a s l ight  mdificat ion (refer- 
ence 5, part  IIZ). Such a proof i e  more difficult t o  give for the laminar 
boundar3- layer i n  a viscous con&uctive gas; howovor, the oxiat*nce, 
in gonaral, of a minimum c r i t i c a l  Iieynolda n d o r  can be inforred 
from purely pbyaical consitZeratiom. A study of tho ancpw balance 
fox r3mal.l d i s t w b m c e ~  i n  tho Lminar bounCary hyor skow~l that the 
r a t i o  of the rat0 of v-lscow dissipetion to  the r a t e  of enor&;y 
transfer near tho c r i t i c a l  layer is 1/R fcw a Usturbmce of 
given wave lsngtll wId10 the energy kcansfor assoclatod with tho 
dostabilizirig action of viscoai%y mar tho solid surfaco boars the 
r a t i o  l/fi t o  fha enorgy transfer noer We c r i t i c a l  layor. Thus, 
. . 
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t h e  e f feo ts  of viscoue dissipation w3il predomimto at s ~ f f i c i o n t l y  
low Repolde numbers and all subsonic disturbances 'tclll be darrrped. 
The two d i s t i n c t  a s p p t o t i c  branches of' %he curve of' a against R 
f o ~  the neutral  disturbances a t  large Reynolds ntmibers must join 
eventmlly ( w c t i o n  4) and the flow i s  s table  f o r  aL1 Reynolds 
numbers lo s s  than a cer tain critical value. 
An estimate of the value of R,~n, which w i ~ :  nerve a s  a 
. . 
s t a b i l i t y  crLterion,is obtained. by taking the phase. veloci ty  c 
t o  h v e  the maximum, possible value co f o r  a no1.1tral subsonic 
dieturbance, t ha t  is, for  c > c, a l l  subsonic disturbmcffs i r e  
damped, This conditian i s  very"noar1y equivalent t o  the condition 
t h a t  be a minimum, which waa employed by Lin  far the case of 
the incqnpressible fluid (p, 28 j  of reference 7, @art III) The condi- 
t i on  c = c  ocours when Q1(z) i s  a mxirmrm: t-iat ie: &en Qi(z) =0.583, 
0 
z, = 3.22 . end. ~,(e,) = 1.48 (fig. 9). Tho cmesponding value 
of c = oo can be calculated from the reletione (2.19) to (2.22). 
Neglecting torma in X* (A is uerually vary ' ~ r m a l l )  and taking u - 1.50 
gives 
where 
and 
It--is o n l y  neces8ary. t o  p l o t  the  quankity ( 1  - v &@.inat--a , 
fo r  a given ~aminar boundary-layer flow and find the value of c 7 c, 
for  which ( 1  - 2 ~ )  k = 0.580 ., Tha corrospondFng value of aR is 
determined from the  re la t ion  
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and t h i s  value of aB ia very close t o  the ~ ~ . v a l y p  of &. 
A rough estimate of the value of a for - c = co is giwn by the 
following relat ion (equation (2.27) ) : 
This estimated value of a is, i n  general, too smll. The 
followling estimate of R is obtained by mJking an approximite 
Crmin 
allowance for  t h i s  &Lscrepallcy and by taking round numbers: 
For zero presewe gradient, the slope of t h e  velocfty profi le  tt 
wie surface ($1 is given very c l o s e y  by ( a z p a m r  a) 
Theref ore 
Tho expression (5.8) is weful as a r o w  criterion 'for the dependence 
of RQ on the local dletribution of mean velocity and moan 
' temperature across the boundary layer. It i~ inonediately evidene - 
t h a t  Re 1 when 0 0 4 1  --. When C(1 - a ) v ]  >0.5%, 
CrnrLn . Id0 1 - -1- - 
the laminar boundary lager  Is s tab le  a t  a l l  values of tho Reync?l& 
number.  his condition ia an in~rovament on the e t a b i l i t y  candl- 
tion v i 2 0 . 5 b  (approx.] stated kl section 4.) 
- 
, . .  
In the following tables and. in f i  os 5 and 6(a) the eetim&ed 
values of Re given by e q m t b n  7.8) can ba conq!Onq!arad wlth %he 
5 n i n  
r= 
values of Re taken frnmthe c d c u l a t e d  curves of % a @ l n s t  Rg 
. cr-4, 
for tha neutral disturbances. For -the insulate& surface, the valuea 
&re ' . . 
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-. . . 
-. . 
For the 'naninsulated m f  ace &en H0 = 0.70, the values are 
The expression (5.8) fo: Re. gives the .correct or.der of 
, m a @ t ~ ~ %  and the'proper variation of the s tab i l i ty  l lmi t  with Mach 
ntrmber and with surface m e r a t w e  a t  a @veri Bhch =mber. 
r 
. T1 
. . 
0.70 
.80 
' .90 
' 1.25 
1 
The f o m  of the criterion for  the minimum c r i t i c a l  Reynolds' 
nmker (equation (5.8)) and the resul ts  of the detailed s tab i l i ty  
calculations f o r  several repre~enta t ive  case% . f  f igs.  3 ar,d 4) show 
that  the dfstributian of the product of the density a d  the 
~ T T  
vort ici ty p- across the boundary layer largely aetermines the 
as 
C 
0 
0.1.872 
.2619 
3394 
, 5194 
limits of. s t ab i l l ty  of laminar boundary-layer flow. The fac t  that  
the "propern Reynolde ,number that  appears in the boundary-layer 
s tab i l i ty  calculettifons is based on the kinam~tic viscosity a t  -the 
inner c r i t i c a l  -laxer (where the viscous forces are important) 
rather than in the free'stretim also enters the problem, but it 
amounts only t o  a n w r i c a l  and not a qualitative change when the 
usual Reynolds nuniber based on fkee-stream kinamtic vfsco~lity i s  
finally camputed. Whether tl1e.valus of Rg $or a g2-ven 
R e  C*inin 
(f ig.  4) . 
51-50 
,1440 
523 
63 
" (co) Re a=*, 
(08%. 1. 
0 7712 
.8716 
' . ~ 6 2  
1.1449 
5377 
1463 
524 
89 . 
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laminar boundarg-layer flow is  larger or  m.a3ler than the valuo 
--of Q f o r  the B l a s i u s  flow, f o r  exanrple, ie detem4ned W~ 
dw 
ent i re ly  by the  distribukion of p-- across the boundaq layer. as 
If the quantity 5 l p e )  l a  negative snd large n y  the aol id  
a s l a y  
- - r  
surface so that the  quantity (1 - 2X)v(c) roach- the value 0.580 
when the value of c = c, ie l e s s  than 0.4186, tho flow is re la -  
- 
t i v e ~ y  more stable  than the  ~lssiue flow. IT tho quanti ty " (paw) G G 
is posit ive near the solid d a c e ,  so that (I - a ) v ( c )  = 0.580 
when w(or c )  > 0.4S36, the flow is relativo3.y l e s s  s table  than 
the Blasiue flmr. Thw, t h o  question of the r e k t i v e  influence 
Oa 
of the k 3 n m t i c  viscosi ty  a t  tllo 2nnor . c r i t i c a l  layor 
and the d is t s ibut icn  of pfi across the bo- layer, W c h  
. ay 
remained oyen in the concldtng, discussions of reforonce 8, i s  now 
oettled, 
The physical baais far %ha ,pmaominant influence on Re 
c~~ 
dw 
of the distr ibut ion of p- across tho boundam Layer 18 t o  bo 
ds 
f o M  i n  a study of the onerm balance for a subsonic boundary-layer 
dw disturbance (section'  4). The dis t r ibut ion of p-- datermines the 
4 2 2  
maximum poesible value of the phase velocity co or  the maximum 
possfble distance of the Snnor c r i t i c a l  layer  from tho erolld surface 
~ Q Y I  a neutral  subsonic~disturbance. The p e a t o r  .distaace of. 
the ' i m e r  c r i t i c a l  layor frm the  so l id  surfacci,:. ma groator 
(relatively) the rats of onorw absorbed b;g. the mean flow from -tho 
d3sturbance in  t h o  v i c i a t y  of tho c r i t i c a l  layor (oquatiom(4,2l) 
an(L (4. =,)I. When c, is largo,  thorofore, tho wwgy balance. 
f o r  a neutral  subsonfc disturbanoo is achiovod anly r&en tho 
dos-bbi l iz ing act ion of viscosi ty  n w  -&o BOX& 8wr"ace is rola- 
t i d e l y  or, in oww m x u ,  *en 1 
-a, =O 3'2 is large 
V I"- % 
&:the Boynolds nwilbor X0, which, is very n o s l y  oquR3, t o  R 
'=1;13tn' 
is'correspondingly m a l l .  On the other hand., when co i a  rrmall 
mi the imex cr i t i ca l  Layox i e  close t o  tho so l id  s n f a c e ,  tho rato 
a t  which energy is  abimbed From the tlisturbance'near the c~- i t i ca l  
layer is relatfvoly smdll EFnd %ge r a t e  a t  which enerm passas t o  
the distur3ance near the solib'swface,'which is 09 the order 
, , ! .  
1 
of - is also relat ively -11 for e n e r a  balance; c-6- 
. .  . . . . 
, / = =  .: 
9uentl-Y RcrmFn is larw. , . 
. . 
. 
6. PHYSICAL SIGNmICANCE OF I3XXECS QF 3 l ? A B m  AEACiSB 
a, , General . , 
Ban the results  o%tatned i n  the present paper and i n  refer- 
ence 6, it is c l e w  Wlat the stab'llity of the lcmhax boundary 
layer i n ,  a .compressible f lu id  is governad- by the action of both. 
viscotw and Inertia forces. Just  a s  in  the case of an incompressible 
fluid, t he  s tab i l i ty  problem cam03 be w,dor~tood unless the viscosity 
of the f iu id  i s  taken in to  account. I Izu8,  ~ k e t h e r  or not a laminar 
bombyy-layer flow is unstable in the inviacia c a p e s s i b l e  
f luid (R --+a ) , tha t  is, whether or not the p d u c t -  09 t h e  density 
dl? 1 , .: 
and tho vojrticity p - h ~ s  sn extremtm for  some vain* of w > 1 - -, 
. . . ay . . Mo 
below ., there is el way^ sane value of the R o m l d s  nwnmbe~ BRormin 
, 
which tke 'ef fect  of vLscous dissipation prod&n.?.tes a d  the flow ' 
is  stable. On a s  other band, a t  very large Reynolds nmbers the 
M l u ~ n c s  .of viscosity is  do8tabilizlslg. If t h o  r'roe-st~oam 
velocity is  su%sonic, say. laminer bomdary-layer flaw ia unatablo 
a t  sufficiently hi& (but f i n i t e )  ReynoMs nunibme, %%ether'or not 
the flow' 5s stable h. tho '-viscid f3--3. &an o r l y  the 3nertis 
forces ere considered, 
. . 
The &tion of t?le inortia. f orcee is more decisive fo r  ,$he 
s.t;ability o? tho l&mr boundary layer i f  t he  fkoe-strciam ?elocsty 
is supsrsonic. ~ ~ c & m e  of th& phyv~li~al requiromellt..f;hwt the rela-  
f ive  *ase velocity ' ( c  - 1) of' tho boundary-lager 83.sturbancos 
. : 
. . 1 
must be subsonic, It f o l l o k  that  c > 1 ---.) 0 and th9 quan- 
. 1'36 . .  . . 
tity can bo large onough nelpltive* under certa.in 
cona~tions 80 t l lat  tho stabil izing action. of ths ihwka forces 
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: .  
' neay. the inner g r i t i o a l  layer (&ere tj = c > ' O) 9s not overcome 
by tlze destabilizing ac.tion of v i ~ c o s i t y  near the  so l id  emface. 
In that cam, undamped dirsturbancea cannot e x i s t  in the f luid,  .and 
the flow is s table  at -all valuee of the Reylzolb nmber. 
Regardlees of the  f'ree-stream velocity, the hfstxibution of 
&w 
the product of the-danei ty an8 %he v&icity p--. across the Q' 
boundary layer  d o t e m e s  the ac tua l  l i m i t  of s t ab i l i t y ,  or  the 
minimum crit ical .  Reynolds number, for 1- boundary-layer flow 
i n  a V ~ S C O U E ~  conduc-bi~e g a ~  (equation (3 ,8 ) ) .  since the distri- 
d ~ ?  bution of p-- acrosn khe boundary layer in turn 2's determinod by as 
the free-stream Mach number and the thorna3. conctttians a t  the so l id  
eurface, the ef fec t  of these p b y ~ i c a l  p..rametere on the s t a b i l i t y  
of laminar boundary-leyer flow is  readllg evalua'ccd. 
. . 
b, 'Effect of Free-Stream Mech Nunibex and Thaxatal Conditions a t  
Solid Surface on S tab i l i t y ,o f  L a n k e x  Boundary Layer 
Tha dfstribution of mean velocity and mean t q e r a t u r e  (and 
therefore of acrosa %he laminar boundazy layer  i n  a viscous 
cmd.uct~ve gaa ia'strongly influenced by We fact t h a t  We vlscoeity 
of e gas Increases with tho temperature. (PW lnost wsee, v c fl 
(m = 0.76 f o r  a i r )  over a fairly wide tomperatme range.) When 
heat is tmxmfemed t o  the f l u i d  .through tho so l id  amd'aco, tho 
tmqorature asd viscosity near fhe surface both decreeso along tho 
-" 
outnmrd ncuml, and tho f lu id  near tho surface is moro retarded by 
the viecorn shear than the fluid fa r ther  out the surface - a s  
coqtared with the isothorpaal Blaefw flow. The velocity prof i le  
thoreforo always possessee a point of in.l.ection (whore # = 0) 
dw - ,  
and p - has an o x t x m  a t  Borne point i n  the f lu id .  On tho other 
ay 
hand, i f  heat i s  withdrawn from tho fluid tlwou& t h o  so l id  Bur- 
a face, - ' h  as and - aro both pdsitiqo ne& tho surface and the ay 
f lu id  near the eurface is lsea  ref;afd~d than tho f l u i d  f a r the r  
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out - as c m p r e d  ~ d t h  the Blasi~zs flow. 'fie velocity profi le  is 
therefore m e  convex m a r  the ~urface than the Blasiw prof-lle. 
-As pointed out in  aection 32.. of referekrce 8, the infl.uen& 
of the variable viscosity on the behavior 09 the of the 
dtr density and the vor t ic i ty  p-- can be s em W e c t l ~  e o m  the cqua- as 
tiono of motion f o r  the mean flow. When there' is no ~ e s s u r e  
gradient i n  t he  direction of the m a b  flow, the fluid acceleration 
vanlslzes at the solfd. surfa.cel or 
and , 
Thus, when heat is ad&& t o  the f l u id  thr- the sol id surface 
. 
. . 
near the surface and possesses a pol& of 5rSlection f o r  some value 
-2- 
of' u > 0; when heat , is vi thdiavn f k a  the flvld. (Tl 
> 0) , (5. 03- 
i e  negative, and tho velocity p ro l i l e  is m r e  convex neqr the &face 
than t h o  .BlasStzs profile.  . 
. . 
The behavior Of the q~ant i$y 
a%?- 
pa ra l l e l  t o  that  of - From equation (6.2) ,: ir i  nandlmo~sioml 
f om, 
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" 
Diffexentiatiw the dynamic equations once and a n g  w e  of the 
enarey equation gives the  io~lowtng axpresstan f o r  [ - (c ) ]  
dyL T 1 
(appendix D) : 
I lhus, far zero pressure gradient, - ] - ie always positive. 
Now, if the emface i~ insulated, the p u ~ t i t y  
- L 
but [c(+)] > 0 an& ma Y. nan inueeae d t h  a s l l  a3- T .. . T 
w ' dAkance frm the solid surface. Since - j O  far from the sol id 
T 
. . v* 
. sirface, - has a merimrrn and &(%) v a n i ~ ~ ~ e e  for B ~ W  value 
T a~ T.; 
of w > 0; If heat i e  added t o  the f l&d through the solid sur- 
e , ( k  < 0) ~ ( c )  is ekead). posit ive et the surface, 
as 'II 
umfehoa a t  a point 
. . 
In the f l u i d  *Lch i a  farthe;r fram the  -face t h a i  for an insulated 
boundary a t  the same Mach number ( f i @ . , 3 ( a ) -  and (b)).. Canae- 
quently: tkie value of c = co fo r '  &ich the Punction 
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value 0.580 is larger than the value for  the. fnsulated surface. . 
By equatiorf (5 .8) , , the  effect of adding heat t o  the f lu id  through 
the solid surface is to  reduce Re and t o  destabilize the 
Crmzn 
flow, a s  compared. with the flow over an insulated surface a t  the 
same Mach number (f ig.  6). 
3;" heat is'wlthdrawn from the fluid t h r o w  the solld surface, 
'P ' > , O ,  and 1 , , 18 negative. In fact ,  if the r a t e  of heat 
. , (.') b e e  not transfer is sufficiently large, the b n t i t y  - RY 5- 
vanish within the boundary b g e r  (fig. 3(b)).  he value of C = C0 
for  whlch the function. ( 1  - ) ( )  reaches the value 0.580 i s  
smal ler  than for  an insulated rilurface a t  tho same Mach number, and 
by equation (5.8)) the effect of withdrawing hea% from the f lu id  
through the solid eurface'is t o  increaae Rec* and t o  stabil ize 
the flow, as coq$red with the flow over an irqilated awrface at . 
the sane Mach number' (fig. 6).  When -ke  t-eloclty of the free stream 
a t  the "edge" of' the boundary layer is supersonic, the. laminar 
boundary layer-is campletely stabilized I f  the r a t e  a t  which heat 
i s  withdrawn..throupSh the solid surfaoe roaches or exceeds a c r i t i c a l  
value that  depends , only on the Mach number, the Be:nold~ number, 
md the properties of the gas. The c r i t i c a l  ra te  of heat traanefer:. 
i s  that  fo r  which the quantT%y 
negatively noar the surface (soo *&tion (6.3)) so tha t  
1 ( 1  - 2L)v(c) = 0.580 ofhen c = c, = 1 - - [sections 4 and 5 )  : 
Mo 
Although detailed s tab i l i ty  calculatione fo r  supersonic flow over 
a noninsulated surface have not been carried out, the function 
( 1  - 2A)v(c) has been computed for  nonlnsulated surfacos a t  - 
Md = 1.33, 1.50, 2.00, 3.00, and 5.00 by a rapid approximate method 
(appendix c) .  The corrsspomling es t lmted  values of Re were 
crmirl 
calculated from qua t ion  (5.8)  ; and i n  figure 7 these .values are , . 
plottod againet , the r a t i o  of surface .tempmature (dog aba. ) 
t o  frse-stream temperature (deg aba. ) . A t  any given Mach nunibor 
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greater than unity tho value of lncreasas rapidly 
L 1. 
as c l - -; when co iLiffera only sli&tlg &an 1 - - 
Mn ~ 0 '  
the  s t a b i l i t y  of the laminar boundary layer  i s  oxbremely sensi t ive 
t o  t h e m  conditions a t  the so l id  surface. A t  each valuo of M0 > 1, 
there is a c r i t i c a l  value of the  temporaturo r a t i o  T hr l o r  
~Jllich % . If T1$Tlm, tho laminar bounaary layor is  
s tab le  at al1Roynold.a numbors. The differonce betwoen t he  
s~~a t ion - t c r rg?osa -b1~(3  r a t i o  and tho. cri t ical-surface - t a p r a t u x e  
ra t fo ,  which is re la ted  to tho heat-transfa* coofficiont, is plot ted 
against.Mach numbo~c i n  f igure 8. under frao-flight c&tions, fo r  
Mach numbers @cater than scam c r i t i c a l  Mach number t h a t  doponds 
largely on tho a l t i tude ,  the value of TB - Tlor is vlthin the 
ordor of magnitwlo 09 the differonco betwoen stagnation -bemperature 
and surface tamparature t h a t  actual ly  exists bocauso & h a t  mdia- 
tion &am the smfaco (references 11) and 15). EI other words, the 
c r i t i c a l  r a t e  of heat irlthdrawal frm tko fluRd f o r  laminar eta -  
b i l i t g  is withln' tho ordor of magnik'udo of tho calculated r a t e  of 
heat conduction thrcugh tho s o l l a  surface which.bdances t h o  heat 
r a u a t e d  f'rm tho surfaco under equilfbrium conditions. Tho calcula- 
t i ons  i n  appondix E show tha t  t h i s  c r i t i c a l  Mach ntmiber is approxl-. 
m t e l y  3 at 50,000 feet eltitude md. approximately 2 at 
100,000 fee t  a l t l tudo.  ,Thus, f o r  Mo > . 3  (approx,) a+W,000 fee t  
a l t i t ude  and Mo > 2 (approx. ) a t  100,000 f e e t  altitude, the 
Iaminer boundary-layer flm for t h e m 1  e i u i l i b r i m  i e  'completaly . 
s t a b l a . i n  the absonco of an adverse prossure p e d i e n t  i n  the f'reo' ' 
stream. : . .  
When.thero ia actual ly  no heat conduct;lon ~o~ the so l id  
surface, tho W t  of s t a b i l i t y  of the laminer boundary layer  
depends only anbthe free-stroan Mach nwiber, that ie, on the oxtsnt 
- of tho "aorodynarmc heat- tho order of up near 
the so l id  eurfaco. A good indication of the influonce of tho freo- 
dw 
stream Mach numbor on tho  d is t r ibut ion  of p- acroee the  boundam 
aY 
of the location of tho, point a t  which - 
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ogmtions of mean motion twice and maldng use of tke  energy and 
continuity equetions yields the following resu l t  f o r  an insulated 
eurface: 
. . 
where , b = 8 equations (6.4) and,(6.5) the value ' 
of c attr"nlch vanlshea, o r  h (z) reaches a ~~, 
W ' J !  
5s given r o u m  for  & by ' 
i n  which 1rlt ss b(0w3320' ( e p p e a r  B) . * ~n other words, ~4 point 
*1 
i n  ~e f lu id  a% x ~ h  (s) attafns a 'mztmm m e .  .s,er out 
Q - T f  
from the surface ad. the Mach n~mker is increased.- at  .least i n  the 
range 0 2 b& < 4.5 (approx. ) ; theref ore the value of c fo r  
- - 
( 1  - 2X)v(c) reaches the value 0.580.both increase ~ 5 t h  the &ch 
number (fig. 3(a) ) . By oquetion (5.8), the value 02 
ReCrmin for  
the laminer boundary-layer flow'over an insulated surface decrea.ses 
a s  the Ma& number Zncreases and the flow is 5eatabilized, as cam-. 
pared with tha Blasius f l-ow (fQ. 5). 
c. Results of De-bailed S tab i l i t y  C a l ~ u L a t ~ o n s  f o r  
3na.riLated and Nonfnsulated Surfaces 
From the resulte of the .detailed stability c a l c U t i o n s  for 
several representative cases .(fi&. 4 t o  61, s q m M t a t i v e  
sstimte can bo mde ~f the ef fec t  of f'rea-a-fireamMach nWer  
snd thermal conditione a t  tne so l id  surface on the s t a b i l i t y  of' 
laminar boundary-layer flow. For the insulated surface, the value 
of Re ie 92 when No = 1.30 as compared wlah a value 
I . . 
of 150 for the Blaaius flow. For the nolllnmlahd surface 
a t  Mo = 0.70, the vfilue of % is 63 &en T1 = 1.25 (heat 
cJh3.n 
- -- 
added t o  fluid), Recrmin = 126 when T~ = 1.10 (insulated sur- 
face),  and Rg = 5150 when Tl = 0.70 (heat xlthdrawn f r o m  
crmin 
, which ' fluid). Since By, - 2 .25RQ2, (the value of 6 - 
i s  proportional t o  the skAn-fi-fction c o ~ W i c i m t ,  dlffw0 only 
' e l i&t ly  I E ~  tho 131.asi.w v a l ~ i s  oz 0.6667) the  e f fec t  of the thermnl 
con&Llfons at; the solfd surface cm Re is  own mre ~lronounced. 
Tho value of Re i s  60 x lo6 when 1,- = 0.70 an& M, = 0.70, 
s compared with a valuo 09 53. x 103' for tihe ~ l a ' s i u s  flow 
I = 1 and &lo = 0). +or tho ineulated smfaco the  value 
of Rxx docliues fYamthe Blasius value for-% = 0 t o  a 
m a n  
value of 1.9 x 103 at M~ = 1-30.  he qeram seneitivity oi" tho 
-. 
l imi t  af s tab i l i ty  of the lamfmr boundarg layer t o  thermal candi-. 
t ions a.t tho so l id  surface *on TI < 1 is accotmtoh f o r  by tho 
Pact tha t , ,  c, ie small whon T1 <-1 nad M, < 1.- (ox Mo is not 
L 
much p e a t a r  than m t y )  and Q 1; (bquation (5.8)  ) . 
'=m9n- 
Oo 
Small chances in c,, thexef ore, produce large chngos i n  Q 
crIn5ng 
In  addition, &en TI < 1, small changos i n  t h o  tharnal conlLltlom 
a t  tho so l id  surface pycduce ampreclable changoe fn :- " ("I) (e-- 
t i o n  (6.3)) a&., ,thorofare, in tho valuo of co. 
as T 
N o t  only is t h o  mlus of' Rg af"Poct od by the  thermal 
Crmin 
condltione at tho so l id  surface and. by the  free-stream Mach nmber 
- 52 
but the ent ire  curtre of q) against fm the neutiral Us- . 
turbancos ' i's a l so  affected. (See f tge. 4(k) and 4(2) .) When the 
surface is insulated. (end % f o), ar  heat is added t o  the fluid 
@1 = l.a), a,*% f 0 as  Re ---) o alone the upper branch of 
the curve of neukral s t ab i l i ty .  In other'words, there is a finite 
range of unstable -mve lengths even in the  limit in^ case of an 
infini te  Reynolds number ( inviscid f luid)  . Harover, a --+ 0 
a s  Q -+ rn , for the B3.6s iw flow, or *en heat is irithdrawn f'rom 
the f lu id .  . T h i s  behapior i s  ,in c a p l e t e  apeanent with the reswl-ks 
obtained.in aectioa 4 and i n  reference 8. 
A cmgarisori be*weon tho curves of % a&mt  % fo r  
T1 = 1..25 and T1 = 0.70 a t '  M, = 0.70 shotis. t h a t  TdtI1~8-g 
heat '*om the f lu id  not only stabil.,ieae the ' flow by iA~~eaEIing .Re 
Crmin 
but also great17 rodubes the ra&e of unbtable Avo numbers (%). 
On the other hand, %he addition of boat t o  t h ~  f luld through the 
sol id  surface greatly increases the range of unetable wave numbers. 
. - It should. also bo noted tha t  for given values of q, c, 
and Q tho t i m e  froquencioe of the boundmy-layor distw'bances 
i n  the high-speed flow of a gas aro ccmsidembly seater than tho  
fYoquancies of the familiar Tollmien wave$ observed. i n  low-speed 
,flox7. Tho actual time f'requalzcy n* eqroaaod nondinensionall~ 
is a s  foL10m: 
For  en valuob of c, a, ; and Re the frequency increases as 
the sa_me of the frus-stroan velociiy. 
a. In'atability of Lamiam Bomdary L~yor and 
Transition t o  Turbubn* Flow 
T ~ O  value of % obtainod fi;om tho s t a b i l i t y  snaus i a  
%rin 
for  a given lanzinar boundary-leyer flow is  tho vctluo of the Reynolds 
nrmiber a t  which solf-excited Usturbancors fhst appear i n  tho 
boundaqj layer. As  Prandtl! (rsfexonce E) m-T tUy  pointed out, 
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these i n i t i a l  dfsturbances are  not turbulence, fn any same, but 
slowly growing oscil,lations. The value o f  the  ReynoldEl number a t  
which boundary-layor dtdturbances propam-bed along the  eurface dl1 
be q l i f  ied  t o  a sufff ciat exbent t o  cause turbulenca must bo 
larger than % i n  any case] for the insulated f la t -p la te  
=%lin 
flow a t  l W '  epeoda. md with no.. .pressure gra.&lont, the t r ans i t ion  
Reynolde nuuiber Retr Is Pound t o  be three. t o ,  seven timea as 
largo a s  the value of % (references 6 and 7) .,   he vdue 
crmin 
Of %tr depende not only an % but a l so  on the  i n i t i a l  =min 
magnitude of -the disturbances with t he  lanst "d~in~erous" fmquencies 
(those with greateat anpllfication),  on the r a t e  of amplification 
of  those dtstwbancee, and on the  physical p o c s s e  (as  yet  unknown) 
by th tch  t h o  quasl-etatianary laminar f low is finally destroyod 
by the amplified osci l la t ions.  (see, f o r  oxample, references 16 
and 17.) The roaulke of the s t a b i l i t y  analysis novoxtheless permit 
cer tain general s t a t m n t s  t o  be made concornlng fiho effect of 
free-stream Mach nuuibc~ an& thermal conditions a t  t he  so128 surface 
on t ransi t ion.  The baais f o r  thoso statements. is srnmnarizod a s  
f 0ll0~Ta :. 
(1) Xn many problame 69 technical In teres t  In aeronautics the 
l eve l  of freo-stream turbuLonco ( m a ~ i t u d o  of i n i t i a l  dlsturbancea) 
is sufficiently l o w  so tha t  the or igin of t rane i t ion  f o  always t o  
bs found in,tho inatat j i l i ty  of the  laminar boundary layor. In 
other words, the value of EQ f s an absolute- low& limit f o r  
crndn 
t ransi t ion.  , 
(2) The effect  of i&e freo-stream P!.ch n~mber and tho t h e m 1  
conditions a t  the so l id  aurfaco on tihe s t a b i l i t y  lmt (Re ..,in) 
ia oven&shing. For exmplo; far M, = 0 .TO, tho value of Re 
C- . 
ribon TI = 0 . T O  (heat withdrawn Prom f lu id)  is more than 80 times 
a s  groat a s  the value of Re ClZnen *on Tl = 1,25 [heat added to 
f luid) .  . 
(3) The mxlnum r a t e  of amplification OF tins self-oxcitod 
boundary-layor disturbames propa.mted along t h o  surface m i o s  
roughLv aB 1 .   hie a p ~ o r i m a t i o n  sgrcee closely ath 
the numorlcal s e su l t s  obtained by Pretsch (rofbronco 18) f o r  t h o  
caso of .an lncomp~.essibSo f lu id . )  Ths .e'ffect of withdrawing haat 
 on -the fluid, f o r  o x m ~ l e ,  is not only t o  incroaso Re and 
stabilize the flow in that mame2 but a l so  t o  decrease the ini t ial  
rake of amplification of the unstable disturbances. In other ~JOrds, 
f o r  a gSven love1 of f'ree-qtrearn tmbulenco, the  i n k e r ~ a l  
bettmen'tho first appearance of selr-excited 6i'st,urbances 
and the onaet of trunsjltian ia expected t o  be much longer for a 
re l a t ive ly  s table  flow, f o r  &ich Be is large, tbr; fo r  a 
c* 
r e l a t ive ly  tinstable flow, f o r  which Recr& ' is slnall 'and tile 
in i t ia l  r a t e  of amplfficstion is 
O n  the  besis  of theee obeematione, t r a n s i t i m  i. delayad- ( ~ g *  
increased> 3y withdrcwlng boat fram t he  f l u i d  tlwou& the  so l id  
surface and. is  advancod by adding heat t o  t h e  f luld W o u @  the  
sol ld surface, as compsred wl'th -t;ha i n e u l a t ~ 3  surface a t  the  sane 
Pkbh nunbar'. For the ins-dated svzface, krahsition occrws e a r l i e r  
aa the  l'lach numbor 2s Increescd, as  comparca Mth the f la t -g la to  
flow a t  very low f i c h  numbors . h%en. tho f'roo-s-i;rean  rel lo city a t  , 
the edg6 of the bounbry Lzyer i n  supersonic, %l.rb31tion never ' 
occurs if the r a t e  of beat ~ d t h d r a ~ m l  frm the  f l u i d  through -the , 
so l id  surface reechcs o r  oxoc+oda a c r i t i c a l  value t h a t  dopends 
only. on tee M ~ c h  nmbc (aoc t im Go aid fit=, 7 a d  8). 
A comparZsm bvtr-man the  r e su l t s  of the p r o s a t  malysls and 
masuromnts of t rans i t ion  is possible only whoa the Frco-sbeam 
prossure gradient i s  zoxo or. 18 Lald fixed ~fiii io the ikoo-stream . 
Mach n ~ d o r  or  the  thoma1 c o d . t i o n s  a t  tho s o l i d  surface are 
variod. Liqmann and:Fila (roforonce '19) have maawed the mom- 
ment of the k a n s i t i o n  point on a f l a t  p la t3  a t  a -,?cry l o v  free- 
stream velocity vhea heat Lls applies t o  thc  surface. Thoy found 
by moans oi' the hot-wlrs anmometor tha t  R ' 
*:tr 
doclined 
f rou  5 X lo5 f o r  the kufirlctod m f x c e  t o  a -raluo of approxi- ' 
5 matsly 2 x 10 . f o r  T1 = 1.36 whpn'tho, love1 of fiee-stream , 
turbulonco , was 0.17 percent, or t o  a value of 3 x 105 
-j- g 
=,, 0.05 percent and. T1 = 1.40. Pho v a l h  of R& 
470 (appro%. ) to 300 (ipprox. ) in tho first caso and 
t o  363 in tho socand. 
h i e k  an3 14rlcCuflwgh (reference 520) oboorvcd the mia t ion  i n  
the t rans i t ion  Remolds nm3er ~Jhon hoat io a2pliod t o  t h o  upper 
!3 
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surface of an IBACA 65,2-016 a l r fo i l  at  the nose section alone, a t  
the secticm Jmt ahead of the midm preseure atation, and f o r  
the entire l w  run. Men h e ~ t  is a ~ p l i e d  only ko.the nose 
section, ' the tmnsit ion Reynolds number (determined by total-pre~eure - 
tube m s a s ~ ~ ~ )  was practimllg wschan~oh. Xear the nose, 
Re << Re , and the. strong favorabl'e pressure ,gatKent in the 
crmin . .  
region of the stagnation pojnt stabilizes the lxudnar .boundary layer 
t o  such as  extent that  the 'addition of heat t o  t he  f lu id  ha8 aslly 
a negligible effect. When heat i s  appi%ed,howver,to the section 
just ahead. of the ~ i m r m  preaaum point, whaw .tiha pressure 
~.aaifmte are moderate, the t rami t ion  R e ~ n o l b  number Retr 
. - 
declined t o  a value of US0 fo r  . T1 - 1.14, c&are& with a value 
of 1&0 for the insulated smface . When hea* I s  appzied t o  the 
entire laminer run, Rot, declined t o  a value of 1070 for  T1 r 1.14. 
It would be intwosting t o  2nvestigaix eaer3nentally the 
stabillzing effect- of a. Mthdrawal of heat' fram tho f luld at-  supor- 
sonic veloci%ies. A t  any rake, on the basis 02 .the results  obtained 
i n  tho eaorimental i n v o s t i ~ t f o n s  of  tho effoct of heating on, 
transltfon a t  low speods, the results  of the s tabi l i ty  analp i s  
give tho proper dlrektion of this of feat .  
. . 
7. Stabilt ly  of the Luminnr Boundary-Layor Flow 0f .a  Gas w i t h  a 
Pressure Graaiont in  the Directicm of -the moo Stream 
. For tho caec of an Snconproesible f l a d ,  Protsch (roforence 9) 
ha8 ehown that  even with a prossure gaitlent in  tho diroc.t;ion of 
the freo stroam, tho local mean-velocity distribution across the 
boundary byor  completely &&ermines tho .s%abiii%g charac.teriskica 
of tho &o.. laminar boundary-layer flow at l a g o  Reyndlde numbers. 
From physical considoratiom this .sbtmnt shou2.a arpply also t o  
the conrprasaible fluid; provldod only tho etabfliCf of tho flow 
In tho boundary b y o r  i s  comidorod and &'tho pos~lib.10 intor- 
action of .tho boundary layer ana the min "alcf;ornaln flow, FWhor 
study is requirad to eett lo t h i s  question. 
If o n l y  tho local moan voloc1t~-taqoratmo aistributt;ion across 
tho boundary layor i a  found t o  be eigntficant f o r  laminar s tabi l i ty  
In n ccmrprossiblo fluid, tho critcxcions obtainod in the  prosonl ' 
papor and in  rof'oronce 8 .we thoh inrmndiatoly applicable t o  laminar , 
boundary-layer e s  flow in ~ W c h  t4mz-e is a froe-stream passure  
gradion*. Cmro quan.t;i-f;atfve effect of a proljsuro .gradlant on l u n a r  
s tabi l i ty  could bo readily determine8 'by meem of 'tho approximato 
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estimate of Q 
c r m  
(equation (5.~1)~ i n  t e r n  cfl the d i s & i b ~ i o n  
.- 
of the qimtity pe .woe, t l l e  ~ o u n b q  layer, such CriLcUations 
dy .. . 
(unpublished) have allready been cerried. out by Dr. C. C. Lin of 
Brawn University for  the Incaprpresslble fluid by means of the 
appro-te estinaste of Rw given in reference 5, part In. 
,crmin 
In any event, the qualitative effect  of a free-strean presswe 
aw g m ~ e n t  on the local  distribution of p-- across the k a m d a r ~  
ay 
layer i s  evidently the same i n  a coagressibla fluid as in an *con- 
p ~ e s s i b l e  f luid.  If the effect  of the local  pressure gradlent alone 
is  considemd, the velocity distribution across the b o w  layer 
is 'tfuller" or  more convex fo r  accelerated than for uniform flow, 
and cmversely, leas convex for  aecsleratoa flow. Th-m, f'rm the 
results  of the present paper the effect 09 a negntive pressure 
g razen t  on tho .Wnar boundary-layer flow of gas is sta'bflizing, 
so f a r  as the  local  mom velocity-temperatma distribution is con- 
corned, while a positivo proseuro grad3.an-t is destabilizing.. For 
the Sncompressible flufa, this fact  fs wen oetablishcd by the 
Raylei&-Tolhxten criterion (rsference 3),  tlie work of Heisenberg 
(roforencs 1) and Lin (reference 5 ) ,  and a mss of' detailed chl- 
culatiom of s tab i l i ty  Un l t e  f r o n t h e  curves of ct a,gai.net R 
for the neutral distum;Sances. Theso calculatfom %rere recently 
c a r r i d  out by eoveral Ge-rman investigators f ~ r  a comprehansive 
series of pressure gradient profilos, ( ~ o o ,  for oxample, rofer- 
onces 9 and 21. ) 
Some idoa of t h e  rolativo influonce on 1entmr s-bability d 
the t h ~ r m s l  conditions at tha solid surf2co and tho five-stream 
pressuro gradient is obtained from tho oquatfoas of mean notion. 
A t  %he s ~ r f a c e ,  
In a region of smU o r  moderate pressure pai t tents  
dw 
say) the dis tr ibut ion of p-- ie sensitive Ca We thermal conditime 
ay 
a t  the aol id surface.  For exmnple, the  ohordwiee p b i t i o n  of the  
point of ins t ab i l i ty  of the  laminar boutadary .layer on an a i r f o i l  
wlth a f l a t  pressure dis tr ibut ion i e r  expeatea t o  be strongly i d l u -  
encecl by heat conduction t h r o u a  the surface. (see reference 20. ) 
For the insulated surface, the equations of mean motion yield the  
following re la t ion  (appendix D) , which does not involve the Tressure 
gradient explicit ly:  
The effec t  of "aerodynamic heatingn a t  the surfaue opporjes the 
effect of a favorable presauke s a d l e n t  so far  ai the diaWibution 
dw 
of p- acrose the boundary la;ger is concerned ( e q u a t ~ o m  (7.2) 
d~ 
and (7.3) ).. The re la t ive  quantitative influance of. these two effects 
on lamilmr s t a b i l i t y  can only bo eet t led  by e.ctua1 calculatiane of 
the  laminar boundary-layer flow i n  R compressible fluid with a free- 
stream pressure gradient. A mefktod f o r  the  calculation of such 
flows over an ineulated surface La @ven in  reference 22. 
. When the loca l  me-s t ream voloclty at the edge of the  boundary 
layer is  supor~,onic, a nogative pressure wadlent can have a decisive 
ef fec t  on laminar 8t;ability. The loca l  laminar boundary-layor f l o w  
over an i~ lsu la ted  surface, fo r  example, is  expected t o  bo campletoly 
stable &en the  magnitude of' tho loca l  n e g t i v o  preseure gradient 
reachoe o r  exceeds a critical value tha t  depanda only on tho loca l  
Mach number and the prooperties of the- gas. The c r i t i c a l  magnit~yde. 
of tho prossuro g a d l e n t  i s  tha t  which mkes tho quantity 
suff icient ly large negatively near the surface so tha t  
It has already been shown in the present paper %bat when 111, > 3 
(approx. ) the Lmtnar boundmy-layer f l o w  kdth  a unif o m  *ee-sfxrea , 
velocity is completely stable under free-flight canrXtions when the 
solfd awface is in' t h e m 1  equflibrilrm, that is, when the heat 
conducted from the f;.uid to, the surface balances i21e heat radiated 
from the surface (section 6b). The lam9nez 3oundsry-layer flow 
for thermal equilif?&ium should be cap1etel.y stable far M0 > Ms, 
sax) Fd.lere Ms < 3 i f  &ere. ia  a negative p r e s m e  sadrienk iri 
the direction of -tho Free stream. Favorable pressure igad3en-k 
exist over the forward par t  02 sharp-nosed a f r f o i l ~  and bodies of 
revolution moving a t  superaonttc velocities, a& the lmts of elk-  
ailits (Re of the h u 3 . n ~  bounwy layer 'ahbuld be cal- 
culated i n  such cases. 
&am s study of the atabil ify of the lmninar  boundarg layer 
i n  a comprsssfble fluid, the folloxing conclusions were reached: 
1. In the oompresaihle fluid as  in the incanpreasible f l k d ,  
the influence of viscosity on the laminar bounbry-layer f l o ~ r  of 
a g38 is  destabilizing at very large Reynolds nvanbere. 3 the 
free-stream velocity is subsmic, l&uuj.nar boundary-larer flow 
of g.s  is w t a b l e  a t  s d f i c i e n t l y  high R ~ p o l d s  nwaboxs . 
2, Regardless of the f'rea-stream Mach n-mbor, if 
the mean d o n ~ i t y  and the'moan vort ici tg liaa an exke~llm 
'& .I 
L 
vanishes ) f ~ r  some value of w >  1 - - (wher~ rr is the r a t i o  of 
M* 
man velocity caponent para l le l  t o  .thowsurfacc3 t o  t he  eee-stream 
velocity, axxi bkere M, is t h o  free-stream bhch numbor) the flow 
is  unst~bls a t  eufficienku high Royn~ld~~ numbers. 
3. The actual lsmlt of s tab i l i ty  of lamfiner boundary-layer flow, 
or the m i m  c r i t i c a l  Reynolds n~.zn?ber is detarmfned 
winin 
largely by -the diafzibutian of the product of the mean demity and 
the man vo~%icity acrom the boundary layer. kn,approximate 
oatlmute of Pa . Is obtainod that  servos- as a cri terion f o r  
amin 
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the influence of free-streani Mach nvrmber and t h e W  condltiane at 
the solid surface on laminar stebflity. For zero pressure gradient, 
thls estimate -reads aa follows: 
where T is .%he ratio of t&pera.ture at a point wtthin tho boundary 
layer to *ee-stream temperature, T1 is the ra.tio o f  temperature 
at the solid surface to the *ee-stream velocity, and oo is the 
value of c (the ratio of phase velocity of disturbance to the f'ree- 
stream velocity) for which (1. - a ) v  = 0-,580. The fmct iom v(c) 
and ~ ( c )  are defined as follow:. 
rl nondimensional distance from surface 
4. O n  u ~ e  bbasie of the stabilitr critsrian in conclusion 3 and 
a study of the equations of mean motion, the effect of aading heat 
t o  the fluid through the ~iolid surface is t o  reduce Q and to Crmin 
.&I  
. . 
destabilize the flow,' as  compared with the f low over in~~&ted '  
surface a t  the -same Mach number. Withdrawtng heat *OU& the 
solid surface has'exactly -%he opposite effect, The value of 
c~min 
for the .laminar bow-dary-layor f lov over an ixp~d.ated surfece decreases 
as  the Mach n~mber 3ncret+es, and the flotr I s  destabilized, as  c a -  
pared with the Blaslus flow a t  low speeih, 
5. ??hen the fie*-itream ~ e l o c i t y .  is supersonic, the L a L n a r  
boundary layer i s  ccmrpletely stabil izsd if the ra te  at which heat 
l a  rdt-ndrawn Frm the fluid through the 301id ~ ~ l l f a c e  r aches or  
exceeds a certain ;cr i t ica l  value. The c r i t i c a l  ra.te of heat tra+3fpr3 
for  which RQ 
~ r ~ ~ - ~  IB thet  uhich mkaa the qm&tr 5 &Y px) as
sufficiently large negatively near the surface so that 
1 C l  - a ( c ) J  V(C) = o;% vflen c = cO- = 1 - -. c s l c ~ t i o n a  for 
Mo 
several supersonic B k c h  n i b e r s .  betmen 1.30 and 5.00 show that 
for Mo > 3 (approx.) the c r i t i c a l  rate of heat withdrawal fa? 
laminar s tabiUty i e  wtthk the order of ma-tiude 02 -&e calculated 
r a t e  of heat conduction t h r o w  the solid surface that  balances t h e .  . 
heat radiated fro= the surface under fkee-fli&t conditions. 
Thus, f o r  14, > 3  (apprex,) th6 1-au. bow-dary-layer flow 
for  t h o r n 1  oquilibrlum ie completelg stable a t  all Reynolds numbers 
in the abeonce of a positive (advorso) pressure .gradient in t h o  
, 
f irect ion 02 tho f ree  otraam. 
6. Detailed ca lcu la t io~~s  of the curves of' wave number (inverse 
wave longt;h) against Reynolds ~~rmbsr  fo r  t h o  neutral boundaw-layor 
disturbances for 10 ropresontative casoB of instiLatsa and non- 
insulated swfacas show that  also a t  subsanlc apse& the quentitative 
e f l sc t  stabiU%y 09 the thermsl conCLitions a t  t h o  solid surfaco 
is v r  1 .  FUT exmq10, a t  a Mach number of 0.70, tho value 
of R6 is  63 whon T1 = 1.25 (hsnt. added t o  fluid), =126 Rec~* 
 hen T1 = 1.10 (insulated surface), = 51% ..&en T ~ = O . ~ O  Rema 
(hoat w5thdxawq *am fluid) . Since R,* : 2.25R0?, tho offec% - 
on Re is oven greater. 
- a n i n  
7. The resul ts  of the analysis of tho 's tabi l i ty  of h m i m r  
, boundary-layer f l o w  by the llnoarized ;method of ~ m l l  perturbations 
nu8t be applied e t h  -8 to predic%ions of transition, which is a 
nonl-inow phenomenon of a different ordor. Withdrawing heat f'rm the 
fluia through tho solid surface, howvar, not only increases Recrun 
but decreasec the i n i t i a l  r a te  of amp1if"lcatim of the self-excited 
disturbances, which 5s roughly popmtiona3. t o  1/px; addition 
of heat- t o  the f lu id  t k o u @ ~  the solid surface ha's'.t;he opposite 
effect, Thus, i t  can be concluded that (a) transition ie delayed 
(Elatr increased by withdrawing heat x>om the fluia snd advanced by 1 
adding heat t o  the fluid through t h o  solid surface, a s  com;pared with 
t h o  insulated surface a t  the s& Mach nuiiber, (b) fo r  the insulated 
eurface, t ramit ion occurs ear l ier  as tho Mach nztmbsr i0 hcreaaed, ( c) . when the free stream velocity 1s supersonic, transition never 
occms if the rake of heat wlthdrewal from the fluld through tho 
solid surface reaches ox oxceeds,the c r i t i c a l  value f o r  which 
.--+a. (see conclusion 5.) . 4 c r &  
Unlike laminar instabil i ty,  banei t ion t o  turbulmt flow i n  
the boundary layer 5s not a purely local phenollbenoh but doponder on 
the previous hiabry of' the flow. The quantitative effect  of thorPhal 
conditions a t  the eolid eurface on bans i t ion  depmb on the existing 
pressme gredimt i n  tho clirection of the f ree  stream, on the part 
of the solid sruri'ace t o  wfiich heat is  applfed, snd so forth, a~ 
well as on tho init5.al mgni5ud.o of tho dietmbmcas (level of f'rea- 
stream turbulence). 
A colltpari~an between conclwion ?(a), base& on -&o ~ o s u l t e  of 
the atabillty ancllysi~~, and experinmtal Investigations of the 
efloct of surface, hbating on immsitian a t  low qoods shorn that 
the xesults of tho present paper give the prope: direction of t h i s  
off'ect . 
' 8 .  ~ h o  r e s a t e  of tho prosmt--study of lardnar stability can 
be edendedto  ZncLuds lmdnar bomda?~.-lngor f l o w  of a gaa in  
which there is a preaawe gradient the direct$on of tho f ieo - ' 
stream. Altho~rgh furt l tor  study is relpirod, it is ~rs;.ostrmod that  
only the local moan velocity-tempe~atw:e distrtbution deterplines 
the s tab i l i ty  of ehQ local.  boundak-layer f l o w .  '23' that  should 
bo the case, t h e  offect of a p roe rne  padlent  an lamlnar,stabtlity 
could'be maily ca&culc\ted throu& 3.te sffsc% on t h o  local dle t r i -  
bution of the product of moan dmaity and man vorl;lcfty acrosa ' 
the bound;il?y layer. 
y o n  the free-strean velocity a t  tho 'odgen of tho boundary 
layer is mpersonic: by analogy with the stabilizing of'foct of a ,  
tJithdrawa1 of hwtt f k a n  the fluid, it is exgectod that tho lrntnar 
boundary-layor flow ia complotel3. atable a t  a l l  Reynolds numbere . 
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when the negative (favorable) peesure @adient reaches o r  exceeds 
a certain c r i t i c a l  value that  depends only  an the Mach number and 
the proporties of the gas. The laminar boundary-layer flow over a 
surface Zn theimal equilibrium should be completely stable for  
Ma > M, say, where < 3 if, there is a n e s t i v e  pressure 
gradient in the dbectiars of the free stream, 
Langley Mamarial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National P-dvisory Cozl.naittee f o r  Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va ., September 5 ,  1946 
In mder to calculate tha l*Ats of stability of the laminar 
boundary layer f'ram relations (2.U) to (2.29) bet-men the values 
of phase velocity, wave nmber, and Reyno1a.s nmbex, ik is first 
necessary t o  calculate t h o  d u ~ s  of the Zntewals q, HL, E$., 
N2, M3, N3, and so fmth, which appear in tho exms'sions for 
the i&iacid solutimr q+ - (F) an& q2(7) and %*ir dsrivatives 
at the edge of- the b o u n m  lagor. These irrtemzle aro as follows 
(equations (2.13), (2.9) , and (2.10)) : 
H ( c )  - 1 
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( 1  .r K1E2 - 5 
and so forth. 
Terme af hj.@;her or-Jer than d III t he  scriers e ~ e s a i m s  
f o r  Q~ and @ aro neglected.. Wnon a < 1, the error invalve& 
an 
is amall because k11e terms Jn the series decline 11h - Even 
a! 
fo r  a > 1, h~mver, t h i s  approximation is justiff od, at leaet f 02 
the values of c tha t  appear 3n the stablll'fq c?lc;tiLations for  . 
the 10 reprssehtative caaes selected in tho present -papor. For 
elramqle, t h e  leading term in R.P. ~2k,~(c), where k = 2,s . . . , 
. 3 k-1 1 
' i s  approximately --; 
k. [3(;. .J multiplied by tho loading t a m  
in R.P.  N~(c). The quantity i n  the braclrsis is it most 0.12 in 
the present calculationo; for  emmple, R.P. i? ( a )  r 0.06R.P. ?T3(c). 5 
Moreover, R.P. N ~ ~ ( C )  = (1  - c) R.P. N2k+l (c) . Similar appoximate 
relations exist  between R.P. %(c) and Ed?- 15(c); and, in 
2 
cJ 
addition, R.P. M3(c) = (1 - c) - R.P. 3f3(o) r: 0.015 R.P. IT3(c), 
G .  
The only integral fo r  vi~ickr %he 5mgmwy- part is calculated . 
is KL(c) . A t  tlie end of th ia  appe~~hfx, it is shown that %he con- 
tributions of the 3 ~ ~ g l 1 m r - y  parts of E2, , snd Pi3 e r a  
nemgib l e  i n  cmparison tdth khe cantribtrtion of I.?- K1(c). 
GQaoral Plan of r n l c ~ t i o r ? .  
The method of calculation ndopt3d ?nust t z b  intc accotmt the 
fac t  that the value of (0%) a t  t e  p p o t  y = , ihara w = c, 
. . G as 
strongly. fnfluences tho stab-tlity of the teminar b o e y -  layer. 
Accordingly, the fntegt.a.1~ are broken into b m  parts; for exaqple, 
where yj > yc. me i n t e s a l  ICU(c), which involves 
I e  calculated very accurate-ly, whereas Ifi2(c) io d.cu2Elted B y  a 
more approximate method ae fallows: 
This i n t e e a l  -1.8 e~&lm%tS2 as a pow=-.series Ln c. rThe 
velocity profile ti(y) i s  approxim&ed by a parabolic a r c  plw a 
straight-line s e w n t  for purposes of integration. I n  the more 
c q l e x  integrals 5, M3, and N3( t h e  indefinita inta- 
. . 
d y  axe , malusted by 21 (w - c12 
o r  41 point 'nwaericol integration by means 0.9 Slinpson's rule. The 
values of w(y) are read *om tho velocity praflles of figures 1 
and. 2. The value of y j  - yl = a ia 0 .b in the weeen% 8mi68 of 
calculatione; this value is chosen so that the point y = YJ i f 3  
- never too clooo t o  the singularity a t  y = yc. Take 
I T The i n t e s e l  ~ ~ ( c ) ,  or me indefinite i n t s g a l  --m- W (W - c)'. t Yl 
t ihat appeare in E?+, M3, Rnd Ng, LEI evaluated by elpa-g the 
integrarrd i n  a Taylor's serios in y - yc and then in tepatfng the 
aeries term by term. The path of in tega t lon  nxst be taken below 
the point y = y, in the ccanplox y-ph.-w. 
Inatead of calculating ';he values of the velocity and tenrpem- 
t m e  derIvativee wc(n) and T , ( ~ )  directly, it is  sZmpler to re la te  
theae derivatives t o  the& values a t  -t;he eurf~ccr by Teylor~s'eorles 
of the form 
The derivatives at  the swZace wl ere calculated 
from the equations of mean notion (appezm B) . 
The in tewal  xql(c) f &, olrample, ie fFlelly obtained as  a 
power series in g-, - yl = cf and In J - 7 c = a - u J  p l w  tern 
involving log a. The p h s e  velocity c is r e l a t e d  t o  u 'i;y 
T e z m  u ~ ,  to the ardsr of a5 are retained in order t o  include all 
V l i  termB inv61~ing Wl . 
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In order to illustrate the method, tho opaluation of r ( c )  
is @ven in acme detail, as followa: 
(1) Evaluation of Kl(c): 
(a) Define . 
Mow 
T The function - i a  dovolopod in a Taylorfa ao l4 .o~  aroturd t h o  
@2 point . w =l c as follows: 
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where 
and 
The coefficiente are expreeaed in t e r n  of &erbvativas 
. , 
of I\ and w at g = 
Yl afii follows: 
D e f  lne 
Then 
Yc 
. . .  
# - - I $  ' c - .  ., .. 
I .  
- , .  . - ' , !  t -  ' . .  
(The meth6a $bop$:& for thi &doulati6; of ( )  f r a W e  
velocity end temperature aerivat;lvps, wl ( 3 )  ma T~ (3 )  i s   en 
at the, ens of this app+& j 
Frau the elpression for ~ ~ ( c ) ,  
and 
T1 2 R.P. %(c) + - = c +- c 0 + c2G + . . . + cr0 5 
wllc 0 1 2 
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(b) Define 
where 
'Pbe velocity profile w(y) is approximted by a parabolic a r c  
in the interval 0.40 ( + - yl 5 y3 
- - - Yl a& by a ~ l t r a L & t  llne 
(w = Conetent = ) In the interval 
- 
- Tf < 1.0. Y3 - y 1 S 9  .1= 
The w l u s  of y3 in determtned 3,v inpoaing the con&tion thet  the 
area under the parabolic-arc a%~ai&t- l ins  e@ent.sqmls tho area 
under *tihe ac tua l  velocity profile w( y) kt the  ia%or"val 
0 .)KI ( y - y < 1.0. The parabolic a r c  w = 2 t m(y - yl) + n(9 - y1l2 1 = 
is  determined by the following corrdftians: 
when y = y4 < 1, 
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whan y = ' J and yj - p1 c 0.40, 
where w(y i a  read off the velocity yrof i le  of figures 1 and. 2. 
J >  
The value of yq is chosen eo tha t  the pmabolic a r c  fits the 
velocity curve ~i(y), closelg over the  widest possible range. 
For a = 1, 
Theref ore 
where 
and 
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fk is e m k i t e d  by approdmrrtlng w(y) bg a parabolic a r c  a8 
follows: 
00 
A8 a control  in the calculation of the series expreeeion 
a +  for IC~~(C), G e  is made of the f a c t  that, h o r n  
ld 
the definition of lk and Jk, 
and therefore 
The ranainder af'ter N - term8 in  the series f QX TC12(c) is given 
approximtely by . . 
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The real p& of B;(c) is obtained by c d l n i n g  the reeults 
of (a) and (b); that  is, 
R.P. Kl(c) = R.P. + %(c) - Mo 2 
(2) Evaluation of Hl(c): 
The h t e g a n d  of this integral ~ E I  fkee of s q g u l a r i t i e s  i n  Lhe 
region of the complex y-plane bounded by y = yl and g = ;i; 
therefore E (c) 'is evaluated. by purely numerical In tepat ion .  The 
actual prooe&ure employed f o r  the calculation of  integral^ of t h i s  
type is as follows:  h he integral  ~ ~ ( c )  serves ae an i l l u s t r a -  
tion. ) 
(a) Define 
where 
and 
(b) With the approxtmtfon that the viscosity varies linearly 11t1.1 
the absolute tamperatwe, the velocity w is the erne function of 
the nondime11~ional stream function as in khe Blasius flow; that 
is, . - . . 
. 
where t ia defined by the relation at = Pw &) . (appenux B). 
From these re la t iom 
* eince at = ~g hB. Moreover, 
f o r  cr = 1. 
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(c) ~ n a l l y ,  f r o m  %he relations given in (b), 
. . 
.- 
where b, i s  the value of 8 
the insulated surfaces, bo, which i~ sonewhat arbitrary, was 
chosen aa 5.60; whereas fo r  the noninsula.ted ~lurfsces, bo - 6.00. 
 h he value of TQ at rig = 5 .a  ia 0 . m ;  when 113 = 6.00, 
Wg=0-9975- The , value of b for the insulated eurfacoa is the 
value of n at trhich w = 0.999; w3lereas b ' for the noninsulakd- 
surfaces is the vaue of q for w N c h  1s = 0.9975.) The advan-taw , 
of this procedure,i~ that the integrals vk &,\B are calculated P" ! 0 
once and for dl. and W e  valua of ~ ~ ( c )  &spends only upon 
. . 
values of b and c .  Ln fac t ,  
since 
and 
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and 
.See appendix 3. (~ncf&enYxlly, the l a s t  relation show tho 0ffec.t;' 
of eee-stream Mach zumber and C u h m l  conaitfons at -&e solid 
surface on the "thf cliness" of the b o w  h y e r  . ) 
Define 
(a) The i n t e ~ a l  H ~ ~ ( c )  Is evaluated by methods similar to tboso 
already outlined for-tbe evaluation of xl(o). plus 
The nine integrale i n  the expression for ' ~ ~ ~ ( c )  are evaluated by 
numericel. i n t e ~ a t i o n  wing Simpsonta ru le .  
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(b) Define 
Define 
' The integral ET+12(c) ia eyduated  aa fol.lowr: 
But 
and 
Def in0 
- 
N X A  E T  No. 1160 
and 
The i n t e r n  P(o) l a  maluated by numerical i a t o g k t i o n  wing 
S ~ p s o n t s  rule; the required values of w m e  read dlrectly off 
the valocity profiles of figure6 I. and 2. Fine-, 
The i n t e p a l  i12,=(c) 5% evaluated in exactly the same m y  
as Ell(c) -&ere 
and 
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2 Bg = A4 
Blo = 
Finally, 
R.P. x2(c) = R.P. 9 ( c )  i 3 (c) - M~".,(C) 
211 212 
(4) Evaluation of ~ ( c )  : 
and 
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(a) !The i n t e ~ a l  %2f c) ie evaluated in much the same way 
as H22(c); that is, 
where b, has t h e  sams meaning as in %he evaluation of %g(c) 
and where 
The integrals i n  M ~ ~ ( C )  are evaluated by numarical integration 
wing  Simpson's rule. Values of ere taken from the table i n  
.. , appendix B. . . 
(b) For convenience, the I n t e ~ a l  M - ~ ~ ( C )  Za trsnsfcmmd as 
followB: 
%1(~) = M311(~l + $+(cl - %13(~1 
where 
Y2 I IY lJ ( w  - c12 ( 1 yl (w T - c)2 a s . = %  12 (c) 
Theref ore 
By additi&l transformations, the followln~ eqm.tions a r e  obtained: 
where 
The integral. Q(C) is evaluated bi n m r i = a l  inteeration 
wing S2nqyonrs rule; P(c) 1s evaluated in  tlro calculatioli 
of aL2(c). 
' he  integral B$ (c]  i s  obtained i n  e x a c t l y  the e m  way 
1 .  
a~ Kll(c) and ~ ( c ) ;  that is, 
4 a5 a , R.P.  14 (c) = - 311 S U - -  f o Q  45 9 9 
Finally, 
R.P. Y(c) = R.P. (c) + H~(c) + Q(o)  - M ~ % ~ ~ ( c )  1 
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It can be s h o ~ n ~  thRt the ~econd and th i rd  integrals are id.entioal; 
theref ore 
(a) The integral  X ( c )  is evaluaked. by n w r i c a 1  integration 34 
in.a mannru. eimilar to H~(C), EE(c), end I ~ ~ Q ( C ) ;  that i e ,  
L - dC 
- NACA TW No. 13& 
where 
The integrals i n  ~ ~ ~ ( 0 )  are evaluated by numerical intepa8tion 
in a manner eimilar t o  Wst used in the evaluation of' M ~ ~ ( c ) ,  and 
so forth.  Moat of the integrals will already have been evaluated 
in the calculation of H~(=), H~,(c) a& M~~(c). 
. - 
3 For can~enlence, N ~ ~ ( c )  is broken 'doin as follows: 
Y (w- 012 I 
T 
+ 2 - $ ~  
Now, . - 
. . 
Since y 2 - y l = l . O ,  and , 
- 
it is fou& tha t  
where 
L 
and. 
P1(c) is mlua+ed by numerical in%egr~tion using Simpsnn'e rule. 
Define 
Since 
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and 
1% i a  recognized tha t  
The integral is evaluated by nwllerical 
integration in exactly t h e  eame way as N~~(c). 
The integral  N (c) is transformed as followe: 
321 
But 
so that 
where 
The irrtegral J1 (c) ia evaluated in tine erne way ae ( c )  . Thus 
'I 
where 
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Final ly  
R.P. H ~ ~ ( c )  = R.P.  E ( c )  + N ~ ~ ~ ( c )  - N ~ ~ ~ ( c )  
321 
( c )  D s f i h e  
A f t e r  several trslwformatiorul, .the inte@?al N ~ ~ ( c )  is brou&t 
i n k  o n r e  convenient fm 
. The in-kegral ( c )  is evaluated by numerical Integra%ion 
us* Sapaon s rule. Sane of the integrations have already beon 
performed. The integral is e v e n  as 
The i r t e p a l  N-31 (c) is evaluated in-emctly the same M Y  . 
1 - 
a8 K=(c); that is, . . 
1 
- - ( a - u ) % f l y ( ~ )  IJI ( a -  a)+ (a-a13 in 
6 

' Evaluation .of fk (4 
The func=ions fk(m)(yl), which eppoar repeatedly i n  the 
evalmtion of the integrab Kl(c), B&(c), and. eo forth, a re  
swluated i n  te- of vl(l') and T, - (ic) a. f ollowa: 

where 
and 
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where 
(k) = '3B3 04 )_ - A  1. (k) 0 2 k 5 3  
3 2 4 
15 ' 4- 233j ("I 0 1 k 1 2  
4 - - - 2 
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Order of Megnltude of .Ib@nwy Parts of B k e ~ a l a  %, M3r and If 3 
In the detailed stabiltty calcUlh.tbrm the contribrrt;icras o f  - 
the imsginary parts of the. integrals E ,  M3, 3T3, and eo torth, 
to the function v(c) are comiiiered to be n a m a b l e  in cmpr i son  
wlth the contribution of the bmginary part of IC, (c) . A calcula.f;ion 
I 
of the orders of msglitude of P ( c ,  z.3. ~ ~ ( c ) ,  and I.P. ~ ~ ( c )  
from-the general axprosnions given fn the ~ e c m l i n g  pams shows that 
this step is jwtif iod,  a t  least for the va3.ues of ghase vcjlocitgr c 
that appear in the &ability celculatiane. 
. 
Fc5r example, 
I.?. H~(c) = I.P. H2 (01 n ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ f ~ ( 9 ~ )  3.1 
T h e ~ e f  ore  
7 
n cJ I.P. E2(c) .= - 
Tbe con.t;rib~~tion of 1 c )  t o  . v(c) f s egp-r~xbately equal 
L 
3 
to To ---- 
Y ' C  
,)I2 = -- I.?. 4 ( c ) .  The quentity ia T1. 
the brackets l a  of the order of 0.03, a t  most, in me caLcula.tion6 
of the present papel. (In the ~ p p k b t e  k c u l a t i o n s  of , R e  
crmin 
for Mach numbers very m~tc!i seater t han  ~mity, c becoma lar.gw 
1 
I 
because c > I - --; 'now,~~sl*, a 28  83~1.U when c is not much 
143 
1 greater tlzan 1 - - arid the reerults of tke calculations of Rg 
M, crmi?l 
2- basod on the  approxjmat2on v(c) = -. I.P, q ( c )  are qualitatively 
T, 
I 
correct (f.i&. 7). ) 
C 2 From the expression for N3(e), I . P .  lT3(e) z I.P. K (c), 
2(Wlt)2 J-1 
oo that the contri5ution of I.?. 1i3(c) t o  v(c) is a p p r o ~ m t e 2 y  ' 
The imoenary part of M~(c) is considerably m a l l o r .  In 
fac t ,  
C 6 
I.P. 1 c r: -.-- 5( I I.P, IC3-(c) srL2 @la)2 
and the contribution of . I.?. M,(c) 'cr3 v(c) 3.s epproxil;3ately 
J 
equal. to vo . The q . m t i t y  in brackeks is of the 
order of 0.001 at naximtrm c. . 
ACROSS BOUPlDARY LBm Arm) TEE VELOC'IIIN. AM). - . . 
The near--velocity and mean-tamperature p-rofilss f crr the several 
reprssentative cases of insulated an& nonimulatad aurfaces are 
calcu7!ted by a rapid approd.llas-t;e method that  givos tine slope of 
the re loci t :~  profiles a t  the surface wlth ct mixhmi error of about 
4 percent i n  the extreme case, for  '&ich TI = 0.70 and Mo = 0.70. 
The surface values of the higher velocity derivatives and the 
temperature de r iva t l~es  required In the stabru.ty calculations ere 
obtained directly From .tho e~ua t ions  of mean motion i n  terns of the 
calculated valuo of the slope of the ~ e l o c i % r  profile. The Prerdtl 
number is taken as ui.ty, 
1dan Velocity -Tmerature Distxlbution across Sounda3.y Larer 
In a seminar held a t  the California. Z s t i t u t o  of Technology 
in 1942, the prosent author has ehown tha t  a good f t r s t  approxi- 
mat3.on t o  the maan velocitg distxibution a.croas tho bor*;P layer 
is obteirmd by asEnrmitng that the viscosity w i e n  linoar.ly v i th  
the absolute temperatare. Wlth tws ass~mrption, the veloc3.ty w(c) is 
* -x. 
- - the same function of t he  nondimensiml s tman  Qmc3.m 5 .- 
. . 
as  in  tho B h s i u a  case md the correisponttTng distance from the 
-J 
v u,"i" 
Actudly, tho approxlmtion -wfc) = -i(%) 18%ho f i r s t  s t a b  of an 
i tera t ion process appliod t o  the pf fo ren t l a l  oqmtions of man 
motion 3.n the laminar boundary Layor, i n  wfiich y a: T I- E ( e is a omall 
. paramotorequa~to0.24,for,a~), arrd v ( t ) = ~ ( ~ ) + ~ v ~ ( ~ ) + h ~ ( ~ ) + . . .  
CalcuLatLon of w, (f ) ?or T1 = 1.50 end T1 = 2.00 for  Mo-+o 
A 
ehowod that. tho i+,oratfoa pocess  i s  rapidly convergent; tho con- 
tribution of tho aocoriit t o m  t o  tkie slo2o of the volocity prcf i le  
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at We surface is 5 percent for  T~ = 1.50 and 8 percent f o r  T1 = 2 .OO . 
EI the present calculatiom %he maxhum orrar In t h o  slope introduced 
by -I;akLng w(c) = %( t) I s  about 4 parcant in the ex t rme  case. 
(&e reference 15, i n  M c h  tho authors mt3.h use of a l i nea r  
viscosity -teanpera.ture relation. Soe also ref ~ r m c o  23. ) . 
Thet w(c) q:$(c) f o r  a linear varia%ion of viscosity with 
absolwto temgorature is seen diroctly f r a  tho oquatim8 of mean 
motion in the laminar boundary layor. 'Tho oquation of co;ntfnuity 
is automatically satisfied by taking, 
and 
-- 
. -- 
Po* bsctc 
Tho atroam function, and tho Mstanco along the surfaco XX aro 
sulocted as indopondont variahlos following th~pr0ccdur6  of vm bti-808, 
and the dyszamic oquntfon of mmr, motion becanes f a  zmo  presswo 
s a d l e n t  
Define the nondimnsf onal. rstroam flznctim [ by t h o  re la t ion  
f ; =  , 
'P 
- The dynmkc equation takes t h o  following f o m  
. I  , Since p = - in the bornelmy layer,  if p = T the d;ynamic aquatian in 
- 
rn 
.L 
this f o k  is idantical v d t h  the equatibn f o r  the iscrkheml B l a a i w  
114 
f low, that is, w(g) r wg(t), ar the valw of the  velocity rat io  .w 
is equal to the Blasius value a.t the same value of 5. The come- 
- 
from -the surface, is obtahed aa follower: 
1 u = 1, the enera- end QZELUCC e ~ m t i k  h e ~ e  a unique i n t e ~ a l  and 
as shown by Crocco. Therefore, ' 
. . 
The integrals a r e  givenin the 
following table, and,the man-veloci%y ad. man-temrpere'cure pro- 
f i l es  can be calculated rapidly by th in  method. ( ~ k e  vduo8 
With the approldmation t h a t  varies l inear-u  w i t h  the 
absolute temperature, the slope of ,3216 velocitg profi le  a% the 
solid surface is s-2lirpQ rolated t o  +he slops bf %he Bkeiw pro- 
f i l e .  Thw . . 
and 
where b i s  the value of q at t he  "edge" of tho boundary layer 
(when w reaches an arbitrarily prescrLbed value. close t o  unity), 
It is seen that  the snem strees at %he amface (or the skin fr ict ion) 
has the same value as i n  the Blasiuo caso 
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The re l i ab i l i ty  of th is  appxo,Plnratim .can be judged from tho  ca1cuJ.a- 
tions of tihe ukin-fxlfction coefficient in,seference 24, in *ich 
p c TO *76. Fmm figure 2 of reforenoe 24, the value of the sMn- 
f r ic t ion coefficient fox an insulated surface a t  n Ifecll number 
cf 3.0  ( T ~  = 2,823) ie corlj 12 pezlomt l o r n  than the Blas ius  , 
value and o f i y  2 percent lower a t  a h c h  n~mber of 2.0 ( T ~  = 1.81). 
For the noninaulated surface, v l th  TI = 0.25, t h o  value of the 
sun-fklcticm coeff2ciox1.t; a t  Mo = 0 is only 7 percent greai;er than 
the Blasiuo value an& 12 percent greater at a &.ch number of 3 -00. 
Sinco the shear etress-at the eurfacs is  unchangsd i n  first 
approxhation, -tho botmds-?-lay 5r nconentwn t l l ichea  s la a the same 
velue c 0  for -me B l a ~ l i w  floq 
The eqress ion for  the ilieplacement thiclmoss W gives a measure 
of the effect of tlls t h e m 1  ~o~Wtf011~ l  a t  the ~ 0 l i 6  s~rfaco and 
the free-~tream fhch number on t h e  tk ichese  ~r'-.t;he boundary layer. 
By definition, 
Fmm the relation between dq szd d% 
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t 
For the B l a s i w  flow 
The ."thichness" of th boundary layer b is e v e n  by 
7 - 1  2 3 = 5.60 c ( T ~  - 1.1.73 +----I$, (0.6667) 
' 2 
m- 
aad the f o m  parameter H = - is 
8 
For the insulated surface, 
Calculation of Moan-Velocity and Mean-Temperatme Derivatives 
Because of the sensi t ivi ty OZ t he  s tab i l i ty  charactw?istics of 
d the lmiar boundary layer t o  the behavior of tF,e quantity - 
aY (P g); 
- - 
- I 
the values of t i e  required velocity and tmqerature derivatives a t  
the surface a re  calculated direct17 from the equations of mean 
dt - g'  = bpx so motion, w i t h  p = T~ (m = 0.76 f o r  -1. Bow -
0 Qf 
4 
tha t  the dynamic e ~ u s t i o n  La -b - w' = (PV') I .  Since [(o) = t' (0) = 0, 
2 
.. - 
where Tlf = wlf 1 2  [%.KO - ( - 1 )  if cf = 1; Tn other 
words, the value of wln i s  readily c o r ~ u t e d  from the value 
of w ' In general, wl 
1 '  
('1 IS cteterminei f im the  re la t ion  
W W 1 = -  + . . .  
1- (k- 3) !2! ,,,,rn 
(k- 1): 
- + W 
1 
(h-s) + . . . 
(k-1-El)a! T, T. m 1 
(k- 2)! t (k-2-32) (r+l) 4- W 3.. . - 3 -  (k- 3 ) @ - 2 )  1 - 5 "w (k- 2 - x ) ! r !  2 1 1  
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and 
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NACA !I% No. 1.360 
(m, 2) = m(m - l)(m - 2) 
(m, n) = m(m - 1) (n - 2) . . . (m - n) 
(m, 2) = 0.226176 
(m, 3) = -0.506634 
(m, 4) = 1.64149 
(m, 5 )  = -6.959939 
where 
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Each velocity derivative is detm4ned Srcm the hmiledge of all the 
preceding derivatives. 
MINm.1 r n I C A L  ~ 0 F ; D S  NUMBER 
In section 5, 8 criterion was derived for the bgendeace of 
the minimum cri t ical  Remolds nmber I?@ on the local  distri- 
c~~ 
bution of mean velocity and M n  temperature acroas the boundary 
layer. It was found that 
vhere co is the value of c for M c h  (1 - a ) y ( c )  = 0.580 and 
A rapld method for *tihe calcula.t;ion of the functj.on (1 - ~x)v (c )  
and the minimum critical.  Regnoldu nmber l s  devolopd. by 
m e  of the approximation that L!e viscosity variee linear* ld th  
the abeolute teqperature (appendix B) . ( ~ i n c o  tho effect of 
variable v i s c o s i t y  m- the mean-velocity proftle is marestimited 
i n  this approxhation, the values of Rg (fig. 6(a)) calcu- 
crmtn 
,0076 latod by ti hi^ mothod are  lower than the values calculated for p -  
when heat ie addoa to the fluia through the solid surface and higher 
t.rh$n heat i a  x l thdrawn f r o m  the f lu id .  ) 
For 1.t = T, the d-c eqmtian (apgendix B) is 
and theref ore 
But 
so tha t  
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where 
Finally, 
The required values of ki, , snd are obiained from the 
. - 
tab le  Z n  appendix 3. 
Tfie amall c m e c t r o a  t o  alope ~ ( c )  is easi ly calculated 
once the  mean velocity p ro f i l e  h ~ s  been obtained (appenltix B) . 
Thus 
The quantity ( 1  - 2 k ) ~ ( c )  has been Calculated as a function 
of: c ?or various value8 of T1 a t  Ido = 0, 0.70, 1.30, 1.54, 2.00, 
3.00,ad. 5.00, and the r e su l t s  of these c a l m l a t i o m  are given In 
the following tablo. The decisive stab3.lizing influence of ~jlth-.  
drawing heat fra the  fluid a t  supersonic veloc-tties -is illustrated 
i n  figure 7. 
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p7; :. ' . .  . _ , z. .-- - .. . . : . . .. . .. . 
ord& t o  ~~-&z-nt.ne the  effect of i.ree-stream mch number, 
thermal condLtions a t  the solid surlace, or free-atream pre8surs 
~ a d i e n t  on laminar atebihty,  it is necessary t o  knw -t&e relatfon 
between these physical pramters and the'd..istrfbu%ion of the A 
aw quantity p - a acroau the brrndaq layer. The value of - (p $) 
as d y  
a t  the solid surfece ie obtained directly f h n  t h o  dpmmic o&ti& 
CL2 (equati~ns (6.3) and (7.2)). The vslue of - 6 E) a t  the 
as 
surface, wiiich i s  also useful i n  t h e  dlscuasion of Laminar sta- 
bflity, i s  obtainod from the dpamlc  .and energy apmtions as 
f 0110~~: 
Differentiating W*e Qmmic e q ~ t i o n  once yisldu .Eke result 
, . .,.. - -  
. -. .
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. . 
. . 
mE At the solid emface the rate of changeof temperature -
at* 
- &G 
and the .rate a t  %%ich. the work is  aonb 'by pressure @yadient u* - a s  
both mrli&, and the rate a t  which a fluid element loees heat by 
conduction equals the rate at which mechanical enera is transfarnmed 
in to  heat by viscous Mesipation., The energy equation becows. 
Uti l iz ing the &ession for wl an& T; gives 
where 
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From this e ~ r e s s i o n  for 
elusions, W c h  are ukilized in the stability analysis, are reached: 
When ($))I vaniehee, the qunti%y 
I 
stili positive. 
When the free-stream velocity is un2form, 
r2 GI] is always psitire. that fs, - - 
3 
. When the surface is InaulateC, 
a M  [ ($1 le always qoeltiue, regardlese of the gres.ure . 
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. c m m  OF CRrl'!IC& MACE NmEm m mABILm1ON 
OF I2lMIxAR BOUNDARY LAm 
For t h e m 1  equilibrium the ra te  of heat conduction fkam the 
gas t o  the sol id surface balances the r a t e  a t  which heat is  radiated 
from the eurface. If tho r a t e  a t  which heat  i f l  withdrawn from the 
f l u i d  reaches or  gxcseas a certain c r i t i c a l  value a t  a given local  
supersonic Mach nmber, tho laninar boundary-layer flow is stable 
a t  a l l  R e p o l d s  numbers. (See eec t im 6b ,) Tke purpose of the 
following brief calculation i s  t o  aetemine the equilibrium surfam 
t-ratures a t  several Mach nunibers and compare these teqperatures 
wlth the c r i t i c a l  temperatures fo r  laminar s tabi l i ty .  (see f ig .  8.) 
When the sol ld swface ie i n  thermal eqrdl ibrim 
- 
where & is %he miss iv i t r ,  u is the Boltzmann constant, and the 
other symbols have a l reaQ been defined. ( ~ e e  references 14 and 15.) 
C ~ i d e r t h e c a a e f n ~ i c h ~ t ; h e f r e e s t r e a m 1 8 u n i f o m a n d t h ~  
temperature i s  constant along the surface. For c l  = 1, 
- 
To* (3 = -i-- ( T B  - ~1)($)~ 
Y - 1  2 where etagnation t q e r a t u r e  T, equals 1 .t -
2 ,No 
- - 
ia emgloyed. ( h e  appendix B. ) Since = G P * P  = cplroql, 
P O  1 
When the h teg ra t i om in  equation (1) w o  carried out, the fol- 
, lowing relat ion i s  obtain& for  tho  detemhat ion of the  equilibrium 
surface teqerature:  
where 
. . 
The equilibrium surface temperature under fYee-fligit c a d i -  
t i o m  i s  affected principally by the varia6icm ip density with 
altitude h. The results of calculations carried out for alti- 
tudes of 50,000 and 100,000 feet are given in the following table: 
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In these calcrhtions the follawfng data we w d :  . ' 
2- = 00.50 
L = 2 f t  
- 
To* = hQOO F a b ~ .  
- 4 
= 4.80 X ~ t u / e e o / f t ~ / ( d e ~  F abe. ) . 
c = 7.73 ~tu/s111g/~@; F abs. 
P 
- 
po* = 3.0.2 x s~uge/f, t-sec , 
Since TS - T > *B ' TiOP for  1 4 ~  a 3 ~t50,000 feet  
lequil  
altAtude arld for M, = 2 at - IOO,C00 feet alt i trd-e,  the Umirr~ar 
boundary Layer is cranpletely stable &or thaso cditione, 
It should be noted tha t  under wlnd-tur-nel-test con&Ltions in 
'which,the model i~ a ts t iomry ,  these radiation-conduction effects 
are abaent, n& o n l y  because of reradiation f r o m  t h e  w a l l 8  oP the 
wind tunnel but, also because the sw-face t q w a t u r o o  are low - 
generally of the order of room temperatwo. 
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TABLE I 
AaXlLIARY mmm m cAImwcm TfIE mABILm OF TBE L A m u R  
BOrnARY LAYER FOR IrrammD m A C E  
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
c- m AEROBArncS 
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TABLE I - Conolwied 
AUXILIARY ~ C T I O E I S  bT)R m I I J G  THE STABILITY OF TEE ULMIITAR 
BOUNDARY LAYER FOR DEXUTlD SIRFACE - Conaluded 
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TABUS 11 
~uxnam m o m  m wmmm THE  STAB^ or mn 
I A b I I A A B B W B D A E Y ~ F O R R O ~ T E D ~ A Q :  
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T W  III 
PHAsEmm, WAVE lKMBm,AriDREIBOLDB lIwBm m lmolmL auBxnm2 
DmmmmCE (srAsn;cmr L r m r s )  m z4saATm E m *  
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PEARE VELOCN,WAm m, AKD ROMBH( FOR RXVEM, D m . 4 A C E  
(STAB= LIMITS) FOR SLRFnbs - Concltlded 
c a R I CLe I Re 
ar, - 0 . 9  
0.0334 
.0667 
.1001 
-133s 
.w 
.20(M 
- 2335 
-2666 
2997 
.3326 
. $52 
.39@ 
- 4296 
.46l2 
.4636 
.4812 
. h 8 l 2  
.4636 
.46l2 
.4296 
-3976 
.3652 
. 3326 
0.0107 
,0248 
.&a 
:% 
.I186 
-1540 
-1961 
.24% 
. W 3  
.3777 
.4638 
.T33 
.* 
.7396 
.88rO 
1.0130 
1.Ol .m 
1.0070 
.927  
-7823 
.6642 
i .5523 
Ig . 1.10 
~ , ~ , ~  
5,960,000 
1,030,000 
%E 
46,000 
%- 
l2,100 
7,020 
4,320 
2,- 
1,950 
1,4m 
2% 
1,010 
1,230 
1,740 
1,820 
3,180 
5,390 
9,940 
18,500 
0 . W  
.1320 
.16% 
- 1980 
:3 
3-2 
,3616 
. 399  
.4246 
-4572 
-4836 
.5104 
.?lo4 
,4836 
. k572 
.4246 
.399  
0.0012 
.M)28 
.OO@ 
*m 
.OUU. 
.0135 
.0175 
.0223 
.02& 
.0348 
. WW 
-0529 
. 0653 
.0827 
.a843 
. m 4  
.n?b 
.I153 
. n 4 8  
.w 
.Om7 
.- 
0.0086 
.a68 
-0468 
.0707 
.wgl 
.I329 
.17W 
.2200 
.2755 
.3417 
.41% 
- 5193 
.6268 
.&lo 
:E 
.&23 
.6?% 
.m 
5,730,000 
76it,W !z P=J" 
Bg,m 
19 38,300 300 
10'600 
6:- 
3 9= 
2z610 
1,850 
1 9  350 1,100 
991 
l~=J 
2,& 
3,320 
5,930 
10,400 
"C:% 
117,000 
33,000 
12,100 
5 ,2b  
s15G 
1%30 
kx 
222 
321 
161 
w 
123 
115 
1b 
k!? 
363 
637 
:$ 
H,'- 1.3 
0.oOOg 
.oo29 
.0050 
. W 6  
.om 
.0143 
.Ol.e6 
,0237 
:s 
.0448 
,0560 
-0676 
.0864 
.@ 
1% 
.W32 
.0622 
0.2541 
.285a 
.3173 
.3488 
2% 
.&l8 
.4721 
.So= 
.%72 
.5416 
.34l6 
.WE 
.P$ 
.4418 . 
618,000 
24,100 
82, goo 
9,160 
4 , g  
2, 1,140 
675 
423 
281 
:E 
119 
lo7 
1J1 
223 
2: 
1,120 
o -0451. 
.0818 
.1202 
.1636 
. a 3 2  
. q 0 7  
.33f7 
.4166 
- 5123 
.3316 1% 
.7592 
.6458 
-5401 
:tE 
12,300 
6,990 
4, 
2,800 
12230 
1, 20 
1 , U O  
1,070 
886 
1, 
2,310 
2,550 ::$ 
0.0047 
.w 
.0125 
-0170 
.0222 
.m8r 
-0351 
.Oh33 
-0532 
.w52 
.Om 
. WB 
.o8og 
.0789 
.0671 
.m1 
6 , 6 P  
2,570 
445 
291- 
201 
147 
115 
u 
92 
112 
241 
265 
468 
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TABLE nr 
PHASE VELOCITY, WAVE m E R ,  AmD REYN0I;DS RWBW FOR ?TEUIl?fi 
SwSoNIC DISIWBAmCZ (STABILITY LIMITS) FOR N O N l X S U L m  SURFACES 
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TP~)I;E IV - concluded 
PHASE VELOCITY, WAVE KWBER, AMD IC3lTTOI;Ixj mDMBER W R  
NEU!E?AL SUBSONIC DISEBBAlKZ ( S T P 3 ) m  LIMITS) POR 
IONIHSJLXPED SURl?WES - Concluded 
C I a I * R I ae I Re 
M, - 0.70; T ~ =  0.90
0.0433 
. a 3  
.1291 
,1714 
. a 3 5  
.2551 
,2963 
.3166 
.3268 
.3268 
.3166 
.2963 
,2551 
. a 3 5  
-1714 
1291 
.0863 
0.0368 
.0815 
.I353 
1996 
.3"75 
3728 
.4g8o 
.5814 
.6347 
-7817 
-7701 
7307 
-6275 
,5133 . 
-3972 
.2858 
.I793 
Mo 3 0.70; T1 = 1.25 
17,1OO,OOO 
1,040,000 
200,000 
62,500 
25,500 
12,400 
6,970 
5,520 
4,990 
6,500 
7,920 
n 9 -  
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60,300 
170,000 
617,000 
3,740,000 
8,0g0,m 
450,000 
79, om 
22,200 
8,100 
3,490 
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m3 
78 
66 
22 
83 
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281 
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,0092 
.0153 
.0226 
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.0422 
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.0718 
.om4 
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.0449 
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,058 
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.0195 
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Figure 1.- Bcmdary-layer veloolty profiles for insulated surfaoe. 
Sinoe d %a taken equal to unity, the temperature profile 18 
given by T = T~ - [q - (I+ 
~ ~ 2 ) ] ~  - 
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Pigure 2.- Boundary-layer r e l o o i t y  p r o f i l e s  f o r  noninsulated 
eurfaoe. Ho= 0.70. TI i s  the r a t i o  of eurfaoe temperature 
(deg abe.)  t o  free-etrsam temperature (beg abe.) .  Int leot ion 
more pronounoeb an8 farther out in to  f l u i d  f o r  T, = 1.25 
than f o r  ineulated eurfaoe (T1 = 1 .10) .  No i n f l e i t i o n  for 
T1 = 0.70, 0.80, 0.90. 
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Figure 3.- Matributioa of g p  p) aorosa boundarr 1 - e ~ ,  u 
expresseb by the iunotlon r ( o  rrhloh appears diaeotly in 
osloulation. The value of o . oo at  .hioh 
$3 h Y = 0.580 ( h i s  emall) i a  r meaeure of the tE'"'f 
stabi l i ty  of a given laminar  baundarg-layer flow. 
NACA TN No. 1360 Mg. 3b 
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C 
(b )  Nonlnsulated aurface. Yo = 0.70. 
Figure 3.- Conoluded. 
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c o m r r m n n ~  ( 5 ' )  Uoninnulatcd rmrinae. Yo = 0.70; T1 = 1.86; 3 ap 
P i w e  4.- Continued. tb 
u. 
(k) Insulated surface. Note th@ a+ % # 0 as R+ = for insulated surface. (% # 0.) 
(1) Nonhmbted surface. % = 0.70. Note that a+ as gC 0 as Rs - when TI = 1.25. 
Flgure 4.- coIlcluded. 
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Figure 5.-  Variation of minimum crltloal Reynolds number 
w l t &  Haoh number fop l a b a r  boundary-layer flm. 
q+e 
-fieem R* = CT,) - (F] m ~ ~ 2 .  
NACA TN No. 1360 Fig. 6a 
(a) against T1. 
'crmin 
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P i p e  6.- Dependence of minimum critical Reynold0 number 
on thermal condltione at solid rurface. Ho = 0.70. 
TI ie the ratio of surface temperature (deg abe.) to 
free-stream temperature (deg abr.). 
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of Re taken from f igwe 4. 
Cpmin 
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Figure 7.- S t a b i l l r i n g  e f f e o t  at rupereonio Waoh numberr of 
withdrrwsl of h e a t  from f l u i d  thyough r o l l d  rurfaoe. A t  
eroh value or H,> 1, there  l a  r o r l t i a a l  value of T1 = T I I-- 
suoh that f o r  TI 5 Tlor the  laminar boundmy-layer flow isur 
a t r b l e  at a l l  valuer o r  the Reynolds number. (Cumes f o r  
HO = 0 and I, = 0.70 inaluded t o r  comparison. ) 
estimated from equation ( 5 . 5 ) .  ,P CJG T; O- 1. Re~rmin  
Fig. 8 NACA TN No. 1360 
Ya 
Figure d.-  Orltloal temperature ratio 
T1., 
for 
etabillty of laminar boundary layer agiinat 
lkah number Y,. T, is the rat io  of etegnati~n 
temperature (dGg abi . ) to free-r trsam ten perature 
f o p d  =I. fdeg abe.) = 1 .+ 2 Wo 
NACA TN No. 1360 
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